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Neighbors rescue 12-year-old from well
Youth escapes
serious injuries
after his fall
of some 25 feet

Taking office
Occasional rain
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MURRAY, KY

WORLD

Tonight: Occasional rain.
Low around 40. Southwest wind
5 to 10 mph becoming northwest late. Chance of rain 80
percent.
Saturday: Showers likely.
High around 45. Chance of rain
60 percent.

By DAN LOUDY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

NATIONAL

PANAMA CITY, Panama -- An Israeli intelligence expert and
three other close aides to Manuel Antonio Noriega were arrested by
U.S. troops, who will remain in the country for at least two more
months to keep the peace, a U.S. diplomat said.
BUCHAREST, Romania — Romania's revolutionary government
assumed sweeping powers, changed the country's name and ordered
the Communist emblem removed from the national flag, the state news
agency reported today.
WASHINGTON —On the surface, Panama's Manuel Antonio Noriega and Romania's Nicolae Ceausescu had little in common aside
from the heavy-handed way in which they ran their respective
countries.
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia — Parliament today crowned the
nation's peaceful revolution by electing playwright and opposition
leader Vaclav Havel as Czechoslovakia's first non-Communist president in 41 years.

STATE
LEXINGTON — Charles T. Wethington Jr., selected to run the
University of Kentucky during its search for a president, told to the
school's Board of Trustees he would provide vigorous leadership in the
coming months.
LEXINGTON — The wife of former state Rep. Jerry Lundergan
has launched an eleventh-hour write-in campaign to fill her husband's
empty seat in the 76th District.
LOUISVILLE — An increase in gasoline prices that Kentuckians
have seen this month is partially due to a rise in crude-oil prices, an
industry spokesman says.
LOUISVILLE — Fuel distributors are blaming record-low temperatures for the depletion of kerosene and fuel oil supplies resulting in
inflated heating oil prices for consumers.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — Barry Sanders was named the Offensive Rookie of
the Year by The Associated Press.
SAN FRANCISCO — The PGA Tour has appealed a federal
judge's order temporarily barring the PGA from banning squaregrooved irons from its tournaments.
HELSINKI, Finland — Canada scored seven goals in the first period to rout Poland 12-0 at the World Junior Hockey Championships.
NEW ORLEANS — Starting offensive guard Rod Holder was sent
home after violating unspecified team rules, Miami coach Dennis
Erickson said.

35 CENTS

Circuit Court Judge David Buckingham administers the official oath of oMce to newly-elected and reelected county officials in the circuit courtroom Thursday. Officials sworn in included Judge/Executive
George Weaks, District Judge Leslie Furches, PVA Ronnie Jackson, County Attorney David Harrington,
assistant County Attorney Warren Hopkins, County Clerk Teresa Rushing, Sheriff J.D. Williams and
deputies Dan Bane, Billy Brandon, John Maness, Joe Lawrence, Tim Stone and Billy Paul Howard,
deputy sheriff's clerks Dorothy Garland and Rita Burton, Jailer Pat Paschall, assistant Jailers Joe
Lawrence and Sheila Newberry, County Coroner Johnny Miller, County Surveyor Fred Allgood, Magistrates Clyde Hale, Steve Lax, Bobby Stubblefield and Dan Miller and Constables Larry Roberts, Walter
King, Max Parrish and Billy Balentine.
staff photo by !Lark Cooper

Twelve-year-old Bobby McLemore can thank his lucky stars and
a few neighbors that he is alive
today.
McLemore fell into a 30-foot
deep well Thursday around 4 p.m.
on property at the house Jf Sarah
Barnett, the boy's aunt. His father,
Ron McLemore, was doing some
plumbing work at the house at the
time of the incident. Melissa
McLemore, Bobby's mother, said
her husband's tool box was sitting
on the well cover while her son
was playing in the yard.
"My husband was inside and he
said he heard a loud commotion
outside," Melissa McLemore said.
"Then he said he heard Bobby
screaming like he never heard him
scream before."
The well cover apparently gave
way and Bobby fell approximately
20 to 25 feet into the well. Melissa
McLemore said the recent cold
(Cont'd on page 2)

Coaching legend Ty' Holland dead at 83
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

Joel Preston "Ty" Holland, who
spent 43 years as football coach at
Murray High School, died Thursday night at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 83.
Holland won 249 games at the
helm of the Tigers, and also served
as basketball, track and baseball
coach during his long association

The legislature
is finding out
someone has to
pay for crime

with MHS. His accomplishments
won him induction into the Kentucky High School Athletic- Association Hall of Fame earlier this year.
Combining the competitive
instincts of a winner with the graciousness of a gentleman, he also
shaped the lives of hundreds of
young men and women that went
through the doors of Murray High
School.
"I think the things you want to

say about Mr. Holland arc that he
was a man of great stature that
everyone looked up to and had the
greatest respect for," said Don
Henry, a local insurance man who
played for Holland and was with
Holland when he was inducted in
the Hall of Fame in March.
Tommy Rushing, a member of
the Murray City School Board, is
another of the many community
leaders who played for and were

inspired by Holland.
"I never saw a man who we all
respected like Mr. Holland," Rushing said. "He was a unique figure
in my life and many others. He
touched so many lives in Murray.
and it's a loss that we will all feel."
Murray High basketball and
baseball coach Cary Miller also
played football for Holland.
(Cont'd on page 3)

Murray leaders

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
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DETROIT — General
Motors Corp. will cut about
3,200 production jobs at three
plants in February and March
because of slow auto sales, the
nation's biggest automaker said
in another indication of the
industry's severe slump.
The cuts, announced Thursday, are in addition to temporary shutdowns announced last
week by GM, Ford Motor Co.
and Chrysler Corp.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-11116 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and S a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The General Assembly is finding out that
someone has to pay for crime.
Whether it's millions for a new
prison, thousands to hire additional
prison guards and probation officers or a few dollars more each day
for local jails to house state prisoners, the cost of crime is high.
And the bill is coming due.
The Corrections Cabinet has
asked to spend $175 million to
build three new prisons in the coming fiscal budget. It also wants to
hire an additional 400 people and
provide them with additional retirement benefits because of the
hazardous duty they face.
Other law and order issues will
also crop up during the legislature,
most of which will have a price tag
of their own.
Two particular events in Kentucky in the last two years will
prompt legislative debate on the
issues of drunken driving and gun
control.
The Carrollton bus crash in 1988
that killed 27 people renewed interest in even tougher penalties for
driving under the influence. Larry
Mahoney, the driver of the pickup
truck that slammed into the church
bus on Interstate 71, acknowledged
he had been drinking before the
(Cont'd os page 2)

Retired Judge James M. Lassiter swears in 11 of the 12
newly-elected Murray City
Council members, above, during regular session Thursday
night. Receiving the oath of
office included, from left, Danny Hudspeth, John Ed Scott,
Charles Homra, Tommy Sanders, Chuck Foster, Charles
Walston, Ruby Hale, Loretta
Jobs, Mike Outland, Joe
Rexroat and Bob Billington.
Not pictured is Councilman
Dr. Steve Trevathan. Bill
Cherry, right, also received
the oath of office from Lassiter replacing Foster as Murray Mayor.
tel photos by Mirk Cooper
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aett's house.
wanted to thank the Calloway
The Cannons had a spring- County Fire and Rescue Squad,
loaded hook that they attached to a who arrived just after Bobby was
(Coat'd from page 1)
weather may have had something rope Talent had. The three of them, pulled from the well. Under the cirto do with the cover giving away. along with Billy Joe Hale, Bobby's cumstances, she said they were
She said in the past, numerous grandfather, lowered the rope into lucky to find the property, located
family members have walked over the well while the others attempted past the watershed on Coles Campto calm Bobby. The boy put the ground Road.
the cover with no problems.
rope
around his waist and the four
"Someone had stolen the sign
She said he: husband called 911
and then called her. A neighbor, men pulled him out of the well. He that points out the road. The county
Ron Talent, heard the call over a was taken to Murray-Calloway has replaced it, but people keep
pager that, ironically, he just pur- County Hospital, where he was stealing it," she said. "The rescue
squad would have made it in record
chased the day before. He notified treated and released.
time if they could have found us. I
John Cannon and John Cannon, Jr.,
Bobby and Melissa both were hope
whoever took the sign is hapwho were doing plumbing work on very thankful
for
his house, and they went to Bar- and the Cannons.help of Talent py. They could have cost my son
Melissa also his life."

12-year-old...

rr•

Legislature...
•

(Cont'd from page 1)
accident.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson supports a measure that would make it
an offense by itself for any driver
to test above a 0.10 level on a
blood alcohol level. Current law
presumes that a driver is intoxicated if they have a test at that
level. There will also be some sentiment to lower the threshold level
for determining intoxication to .08.
Gun control will also be an emotional issue, but with an uncertain
legislative future. State law now

bars any regulation of firearms, but
the shooting rampage this year at
Standard Gravure in Louisville during which a disgruntled employee
killed eight people with a semiautomatic assault rifle generated new
gun control sentiment.
Wilkinson has said he will support some measure to control weapons such as the AK-47 used by
Joseph Wesbecker during his murderous rampage. But legislative
leaders, including House Speaker
Don Blandford, discount its possibility of passage and there is a very
strong gun lobby in Kentucky.
Wilkinson will also support a

measure that would make it possible to seize the assets of people
who made their money in the drug
trade. The law, similar to one on
the federal books, would not even
require conviction on a drugrelated offense, only proof that
their property was obtained with
the proceeds of drug transactions.
There are a number of proposals
that could be considered to change
the way felons are sentenced. One
idea is to eliminate parole
altogether, but corrections officials
oppose that because it reduces one
of the few tools they have to
encourage good behavior among
prisoners.
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Four retiring Murray Councilmen and outgoing Mayor
Chuck Faster were thanked
for their service on the council, above, Thursday night
prior to the regular council
meeting. Each received keys to
the city and a plaque of appreciation. Pictured from left are
Foster, Howard Koenen, L.D.
Miller, Ed Chrisman and
Mancil Vinson. At right, Calloway County Judge/Executive
George Weaks thanks outgoing Property Valuation Administrator Charles Hale and his
wife, Eva, for 1.8 years of service to Calloway County. Hale
wished to thank the county
residents for their support and
urged the county to support
the incoming PVA just as well.
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•

Staff photos by dark Cooper

Names drawn to report for jury duty
The following names were
drawn in open court and are summoned to report for jury duty in the
Calloway District Court on Friday,
Jan. 5, 1990 at 9 a.m. in the Miller
Courthouse Annex, 201 S. 4th St.
in Murray.
Pamela Ann Cartwright, Donald
Chapman, Mary Janice Cooper,
Robert Alan Crick,•Zenas Chester
Enix, Don Stephen Ernstberger,
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Kenneth Dale Erwin, Garry L.
Evans, Loyd Paul Evans, Doris
Earl Ezell, Talmadge Edward Fannin, Corbit Chester Farless, George
Sylvester Gallagher, James Duel
Hooper, Sara Nell Housden, Lynn
Houston, Freda Dell Humphreys,
Sara Lester Hussung, Cornelia
Jackson, Kent Allen Jenkins.
Terry Lee Kamavas, James Ira
Keel, Monico Ervon King, David
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Kenneth Kingins, Odell Lamb,
Johnny Louis Lane, Mark Jerome
Malinauskas, Georgianna P. Moffitt, James Monroe Morris, James
Russell Moss, Ralph Leon Nelson,
James Frank Parker, Robin Parker
Rigsby, Martha Ann Renfroe,
Claire Fenton Resig, Clarence
Jacob Rowedder, Earl Ray Tabers,
James Howard Tucker, C.D. Vinson, Jr., Larry Dale Weatherford.
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Gabor Szikszai
p.m. today (Friday) at Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The body will
be taken to the church in Murray at
12 noon on Saturday.
A machinist, he came to the
United States after World War II.
Born Feb. 13, 1933, in Hungary, he
was the son of the late Lajos Szikszai and Epelka Suto Szikszai.
Survivors are three sisters, Mrs.
Ilion& Zeppel, California, and Mrs.
lolan Csomos and Mrs. Borbo Varga of Hungary; one brother, Zoltan
Szikszai of Hungary; several
nieces.

Coach Preston "Ty" Holland
1906-1989

Holland dead...
"Mr. Holland was always someone who you looked up to, and
growing up as a kid everyone
wanted to play football for Mr.
Holland," Miller said. "He was a
fine example for all young people.
I was always a big admirer of his.
He will really be missed by all."
Born on February 6, 1906, Holland lived his entire life in Murray.
A three-sport letterwinner at both
Murray High and Murray State,
Holland began his coaching career
at Almo High School in the late
1920s, before returning to MHS as
football coach in the fall of 1930.
He spent 43 years as coach of
the Tigers, winning a state title in
1961, one state second place finish,
won 11 West Kentucky Conference
championships, seven district titles,
and two regional championships.
His 1932 and 1961 teams were
unbeaten, while four teams lost just
one game. His overall record as
football coach was 249-159-28.
Holland's Tigers were known for
their single-wing attack, and the
stature of Holland himself.
In typical Holland style, he
didn't take much credit for the
truimphs.
"We won a lot of games, but we
lost a lot, too," he said in March.
"But we won more than we lost.
That wasn't my fault. Anyone
working with them would have.
Murray's a great sports town."
"He was such a gentleman that
everyone was in awe of him," Henry said. "He just expected fair play
and honesty from everyone who
played for him, the fans, and the
opposition."

In addition to his Hall of Fame
induction, he was named Kentucky
Coach of the Year in 1969, given a
Distinguished Service Award by
the National High School Coaches
Association, and was honored with
an honorary doctoral degree by
Murray State University.
He was also a member of the
KHSAA Board of Control from
1961-69, and was the president of
the association in 1968-69.
A member and a elder at First
Christian Church, Holland was also
instrumental in developing the
Little League baseball program in
Murray, and was active in other
youth recreational activities. The
home of the football Tigers is
named Holland Stadium in his
honor.
"He was a good teacher, and
exemplfies all the teachers in the
past who went through the rough
times all touched so many lives,"
Rushing said.
He also served as athletic director and assistant superintendent for
the Murray City Schools.
• • •
He is survived by his sister,
Mary Margaret DuLaney, of Clinton, N.C.; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Edna Holland of Murray; and two
nieces, Jane DuLaney Ohly of
Richmond, Va. and Margaret
Brown of Murray.
Visitation will be after 4 p.m.
Saturday at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The funeral is set for 2
p.m. Sunday at the funeral home.
Burial will follow at the Murray
City Cemetery.

Joe Howard Hill
41•-••

Joe Howard Hill, 65, Rt. 1,
Hardin, died Thursday at 4:45 p.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
He had served as chairman of
Marshall County Board of Education for 16 years. He had retired
from Murray Division of Tappan
Company and from Marshall County Schools.
Mr. Hill was awarded the Purple
Heart for service in the Armed Forces in World War II. He had also
been commissioned a Kentucky
Colonel.

At least 10
known dead in
earthquake

Born June 19, 1924, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the late
Dorsey Hill and Effie Clayton Hill.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Hazel Inman Hill; one daughter,
Mrs. Sheila Smith, Rt. 2, Benton;
three sons, Larry Hill, Benton,
Gary Hill, Rt. 8, Benton, and Barry
Hill, Rt. 10, Benton; two sisters,
Mrs. Aline Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton,
and Mrs. Margery Beale, Rt. 5,
Benton; four grandchildren.
Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. L.E.
Moore of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church will officiate.
Burial will follbw in Unity
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).

Services for Chester J. Robinson
will be today at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel. Kenneth Edwards will officiate. Singers will be from Hazel
Church of Christ
Pallbearers will be Charles Overcast, Randy Overcast, W.D.
McCuiston, D.B. Grubbs, Jim
Underwood and Hal Underwood.

NEWCASTLE, Australia Rescue workers today pulled
another body from the teetering
wreckage of a workers' club
destroyed by an earthquake that
officials say has killed at least 10
people.
Authorities believe up to 21 people could still be trapped under the
two concrete floors that crashed
into a basement parking during
Thursday's quake, which measured
5.5 on the Richter scale. At least
140 people were injured.
Late today, police said the first
of predicted aftershocks struck
Newcastle with a tremor registering
1.5, causing rescue workers to
abandon their search until daylight.
A police spokesman said there
were no reports of injury or further
destruction following the threesecond jolt at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday's temblor was the first
fatal quake in Australia. Seven of
those who died were in the Newcastle Workers' Club and three
were killed by falling masonry and
awnings in a nearby suburb of
Newcastle, Australia's fifth-largest
city and 75 miles north of Sydney.

Burial will follow in Hazel
Cemetery.
Mr. Robinson, 84, of Rt. 1,
Almo, died Wednesday at 5:07
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Leta Lax Robinson, and several
nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Audie Dowdy
Funeral rites for Mrs. Audie
Dowdy are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe is
officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
organist and soloisL
Pallbearers are Keith Dowdy,
John Dowdy, Richard Dowdy,
Greg Dowdy, Mark Barrow, Wade
Barrow and Howell Bean. Burial
will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Mrs. Dowdy, 83, Rt. 2, Hazel,
died Wednesday at 9:11 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors are five daughters,

Mrs. Magdalene Collie, Murray,
Mrs. Truman (Kathleen) Bean, Rt.
5, Murray, Mrs. Ray (Juanita) Barrow, Buchanan, Tenn., Miss Gladys
Dowdy, Indianapolis, Ind., and
Mrs. Gayle (Velera) Finney, Rt. 2,
Hazel; four sons, R.L. Dowdy and
wife, Martha Ann, Rt. 5, Murray,
George Dowdy and wife, Martha,
Murray, Bob Dowdy and wife,
Ruth, RL 4, Murray, and James
Dowdy, Columbus, Ga.; one sister,
Mrs. Norine Darnell, Benton; one
sister-in-law, Mrs. Myrtle Bolen,
Murray; 19 grandchildren; 23
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Florine Byrn Cobb
Graveside rites for Mrs. Florine
Byrn Cobb will be Saturday at 11
a.m. at Maplewood Cemetery,
Mayfield. The Rev. Gary Frizzell
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Clovis Green,
Barry Kennemore, Jim Perkins,

Mrs. Gracie
Myrtle Paschall
Final rites for Mrs. Gracie
Myrtle Paschall are today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel. The Rev. Bob Dotson is officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White is pianist and soloisL
Pallbearers are Keith Overcast,
Kenny Overcast, Mike Scott, Chris
Fowler, Brent Langston and Hal
Winchester. Burial will follow in
South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Paschall, 90, Rt. 1, Hazel,
died Tuesday at West View Nursing Home.

By RICHARD BILL

Associated Press Weiler

his father, Lawrence Overby, RL 7,
Mayfield.
Services will be Saturday at 2:30
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. James Shockley
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Fuller Bennett, Bobby Bennett, Robert Charles Overby, Ted Duke, James Bennett and Jimbo Bennett, active;
John Everett Nimmo, James Dunaway, Joe Hargrove, Joe Loveu, Billy Satterwhite and Tommy Melvin,
honorary.
Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

Chester J. Robinson

ATTENTION CATFISH &
SEAFOOD LOVERS!

2 To 5 Oz.
Fiddlers & True Center Cut Steaks
Choice Of Potato & Cold Slaw

'499
Buy 1 Dinner
Get Second Dinner
at 1/2 Price with Coupon

$999

319 N. Main St. In Benton, Ky.

The Calloway County Fire and
Rescue Squad responded to two
additional incidents Thursday,
according to reports from information officer Mike Sykes.
At 6 p.m. on U.S. 641 North, a
1987 Ford truck driven by Kenny
Edwards turned over on its top and
then burst into flames. Edwards
managed to escape from the vehicle and was not injured. The truck
was fully engulfed in flames upon
arrival and was a total loss. Three
units and 10 men were on the scene
for two hours with assistance from
the Kentucky State Police, Murray

527-7275

Fire Department and the MCCH
Ambulance Service.
At 1:45 p.m. at a house four
miles north on Hwy 783, Candace
Jarrett attempted to extinguish a
grease fire on the kitchen stove by
putting the pan in the sink. The
grease reacted with the water and
caused burns to Jarrett's right arm.
She was treated and released from
Murray-Calloway County, Hospital.
Minor fire damage was reported in
the kitchen area. Five units and 12
men were on the scene for one
hour.

Oklahoma man arrested by MPD
A man was arrested early this
morning on a variety of charges,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
At 12:45 a.m., Jimmy Ray Clymer, 24, Muskogee, Okla., was
observed leaving the yard at the
Darlene McGehee residence at
1105 Olive by officer Alvin Parham. The report stated McGehee

had filed a complant against Clymer Thursday concerning physical
and mental abuse she allegedly had
received from Clymer.
Clymer was charged with third
degree criminal tresspassing, second degree assault and menacing.
He is currently lodged in the Calloway County Jail.

An accident on Ky. 121 North
Thursday sent two people to the
hospital, according to a report from
the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Earl B. Birdsong, 25, 215 Riviera Courts, was traveling north on
121 when a dark-colored Ford
Taurus passed him. The report
stated Birdsong said the Taurus
slowed and appeared to be ready to
make a right turn. Rather than hit
the vehicle, Birdsong ran off the

road and went approximately 150
feet before striking a utility pole
and a tree. The report added that
the occupant of the Taurus drove
off without stopping to help.
Birdsong was not injured. Two
passengers - David Cunningham,
24, and Gregory' Garland, 25 were taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Cunningham was
transferred to Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah; Garland was
treated and released from MCCH.

Dwain Taylor

John Robertson
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18579
FM/cassette, carpet,
mats, chrome bumper,
metallic paint.

Payments
Under

249'

S3439
Air, Power Storing,
AM/FM cassette,
floor mats

12,169
Sale Price

109242
Sale Price

$212"
Per Month

00*"
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Sen. Wendell Ford

CCFR responds to local incidents

On bJ'
,
cm at 115% APR Ale, tO

Lacey's

aspirations.
The General Assembly convenes
Tuesday and approval of the
amendment in the Senate is considercd a longshot.
"The timing of this announcement makes me think (Ford) is
not" going to run for governor,
said Briscoe.
Ford was elected to a third
Senate term in 1986 and would be
up for re-election in 1992. Last
year, he lost a race for majority
whip, the Senate's No. 2 leadership
post, to Sen. Alan Cranston, DCalif.
Now, however, Cranston is considered vulnerable because he was
implicated in the Lincoln savings
and loan scandal.

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY SEAFOOD BUFFET

-Snow Crab Legs -Frog Legs -Fried Shrimp -Fried Oysters -Fresh Shrimp -Fresh
Oysters -Crab Meat In Hot Butter -Crab Rolls -Clam Strips -Fried Scallops -Cod
Nuggets -Shrimp Creole & Rice -Fiddlers,Steaks & Fillet Fish -Egg Roils -Baked
Cajun Pollack -Shrimp Scampi -Salad Bar -Vegetables -Large Variety Dessert Bar
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Two injured in Thursday accident

Charles Perkins, Nelson Hite and
Frank Harris.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. tonight (Friday) at Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Mrs. Cobb, 84, RI 1, Almo, died
Wednesday at 8 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Erma Lee Wilson, Murray;
one son, James Angel, Dallas, Texas; five grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.

All The Pond Raised
Catfish You Can Eat
Cooked in 100% cholesterol free oil

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Friends of U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
said they expected the veteran
to stay on Capitol Hill
instead of trying to return to the
governor's mansion in 1991.
Ford scheduled a news conference today in Frankfort to
announce his political plans.
The 65-year-old Owensboro resident has heretofore refused to rule
out a race for the governorship,
which he held from 1971 until his
election to the Senate in 1974.
But J.R. Miller, a former Owensboro mayor who was Ford's 1971
campaign manager, called it "a
logical conclusion to say he would
not run" for governor again.
Miller and Danny Briscoe, chief
political adviser to Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson, said it would be illogical for Ford to jump into the gubernatorial picture as a fight looms in
the General Assembly over gubernatorial succession.
Wilkinson is seeking legislative
passage of a proposed constitutional amendment that would allow
him to seek a second term in 1991.
LL Gov. Brereton Jones has
announced his intention to run for
the Democratic nomination and
Lexington Mayor Scotty Bacsler
was considered a likely candidate if
Ford did not run.
First lady Martha Wilkinson has
been mentioned as a possible candidate if the successioa issue fails
and gubernatorial aide Floyd Poore
is thought to hold gubernatorial

Democrat

Billy Overby
Billy Overby, 63, Rt. 7, Backusburg Rd., Mayfield, died Thursday
at 6:45 p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
He had been a service representative for West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation
for 35 years. An Army veteran of
World War II, he was a member of
Bethel Church of Christ and Mayfield Lodge No. 369 Free and
Accepted Masons.
Born Nov. 1, 1926, he was the
son of Lawrence Overby and the
late Dixie Kirkwood Overby.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Charlotte Chipman, Mayfield,
and Ms. Susan Overby, Paducah;
one grandchild, Brandi Chipman;
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Friends say Ford
to stay in Senate

OBITUARIES

Gabor Szikszai, 56, of Rt. 4,
Benton, died Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
He was branch president of
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, Murray, where the funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m.
Officiating will be Robert Stephenson, David Murphy and Jerome Hainsworth. Burial will follow
in Maple Springs Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call from 6 to 8

FRIDAY,

515 S. 12th

(502) 753-4961

Murray, Ky. 42071

See Sammy Bradshaw, Aubrey Hatcher, Jim Irby. Reggie Young,
0 W "Duke" Rudd and Chad Cochran. Sales Manager.
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Mary and Joe, Chicago style

OKTK
By Tom K. Wilson
FRESHMAN DISORIENTATION
When I graduated from Carlisle High School in 1978 I looked forward
in a wide-eyed, innocent way to attending Murray State University. My
brother, Tony, had attended, I sometimes visited him, and liked the town
and campus. It was large enough to be a sure-enough university, but small
enough so a close professor-student relationship could be maintained.
Although I told no one, I was sort of intimidated at the thought of leaving
home and being on my own. Murray State was the only college I considered. Lexington seemed about like New York seems now; far away. And
UCLA or Harvard seemed light years away. I thought the Ivy League was
located in the Andromeda Galaxy. Fifty-two miles was plenty far away;
hundreds of miles away was scary. I was thrilled when I was accepted as
a student at Murray.
Mark Adams, a high school classmate that I had goofed off in Miss
Perry's physics class with, had agreed to be my roommate. So early one
August morning, 11 years ago (can it have been that long?: (my hairline
and waistline bears witness that it is so) I stuffed my 1967 Plymouth Fury
with clothes, books, towels, and a few personal items. started the slantsix engine after hearing that starter whine, and headed to Mark's house in
Cunningham, Ky. After my roommate kisser! his Mom good-by we
pointed our cars south on Highway 121. My old white beauty (paid $200
earned carrying groceries at Boswell's Grocery for it), led the collegebound caravan, Mark's old Ford Galaxy bringing up the rear. Together a
new beginning. "I have miles to go before I sleep and promises to
keep...." Two small-town boys bent on conquering the academic world.
Our ears were clean, our necks were red, our hopes were high, and our
libidoes were ready to skyrocket at the sight of those college coeds we
had heard so much about. My eagerness was reflected in my driving.
Mark told me later that he knew I was about to pull into the left lane of
that straight highway and pass someone because as I gunned my gas
peddle smoke would snort from my tailpipe like mist from the nostril of a
mule straining in the front of a plow on a riverbottom field on a cold
morning.
We made it safely to Mayfield where we stopped to get a Coke. I
checked the oil of my vehicle and was surprised the oil residue on the
dipstick covered the "safe" mark. I didn't have to get a quart of 10W-40
from the case I kept in the trunk, which was the size of your average hall
closet. The interior was large enough to host a ping-pong match if the
seats were removed.
We hoped back into our autos, made in Detroit in its glory days, when
Japan was a curiosity rather than a threat, to continue our invasion of the
South. turned the key but I heard only a clicking sound; she wouldn't
.. Well, that was a crisis. My buddy and I knew about as much
about auto mechanics as the average housewife knows about football. I
went through the ritual of looking under the hood like I knew something.
.viark oddlecl with the battery cables. We called his mother, then I noticed
the cover was dangling off a thingamajig in the middle of the motor. That
was it After puuing the cover back on, the motor came back from
the
dead. We waited and sheepishly explained that we had "fixed" the problem when Mark's brother showed up. He didn't seem angry.
We made it safely to Murray and moved in, met our neighboring Richmond Hall residents and began the best years of our young lives.
I suffered through a religious crisis my freshman year, like I believe
many college rookies do. I took a Psychology course and was unfortunate
enough to have my Southern Baptist faith lampooned and dismissed as
ludicrous by a short, bearded, bespeckaled professor who eagerly tried to
nudge naive Bible-belters into his lack of belief. One day he told how
when a person's brain is cut in half to treat severe behavioral problem
s,
the patient behaves like he has two brains in his scarred head. "Since
Christians believe the soul resides in the mind, in the personality, that
brings up the scenario of two souls for the two apparent minds or personalities, which is absurd." Well, combined with his previou
s
that statement disturbed me deeply. I walked, depressed, back blasphemy,
to my now
dreary dorm room, and lay on my back, my hands clasped
behind
my
head, and stared at the ceiling. I was terrified! What if Blackbe
ard
was
right? What if I was just a puffed-up, talking animal
made-up ravings concocted by some mad, nomadic hermitbelieving some
who
foodless too long? I thought back to that Sunday at Mississi had gone
ppi Baptist
Church, when I walked the aisle to tell our young preacher
I wanted to
join the church, as my aged grandmother watched from her
left front pew
and smiled. I turned my head to look at the King James
Bible on my
nightstand that that same kindly grandmaw,"Maw Maw" I
called her, had
given me nine years before. I had been puzzled by some
verses
Good Book before, but had never doubted seriously the fundame of the
ntals of
my Christian faith.
I recovered from that terrifying period of doubt I
reluctan
through back in the fall of '78, through prayer and talks with tly went
my family
and my preacher, but I pity the naive teen-agers who
may be swayed by
the seemingly logical pronouncements of some professors.
to protect young people, and others, against physical harm,There are laws
but some cunning professors who want new recruits into their rootless
skeptici
sm are
free to destory the faith and distort the content of young,
innocen
t
minds.
A Christian professor must trod carefully in his lectures
. If he tries to
convert someone or tell students about Christ in a public
universi
ty, some
geek in the back will complain to the Dean. Seeds of doubt
planted
in the
mental topsoil of college freshman often blossom into the
that bear the bitter fruit of promiscuity, alienation, insidious plants
rebellion, and
cynicism.
Parents and preachers should prepare young people in their
charge for
such threats as these. I guess I was just too bullheaded to
be initiated into
disbelief by the first apostate that blurted his Bible-bashing
balderdash my
way.
But otherwise my first year at MSU was great. I met and made
friends
with many good people. I found those college women, at
least the ones I
met, weren't as wild as I had been led to believe. At least
one
heart, then broke it and stomped it, but hey, that's life. stirred my
I must've liked good old Murray State, I've come back for
more after
an eight-year hiatus. Rand McNally was right. Murray's
a good place to
retire to. But it's a good place to be young in too.
Well, I better sign off and study for my final, Yeah, I'm a
college student again, that's for sure!

Mary and Joe were flat broke
when they got off the bus in Chicago. They didn't know anybody and
she was expecting a baby.
They went to a cheap hotel. But
the clerk jerked his thumb at the
door when they couldn't show a
day's rent in advance.
They walked the streets until
they saw a police station. The desk
sergeant said they couldn't sleep in
a cell, but he told them how to get
to the Cook County Department of
Public Aid.
A man there said they couldn't
get a regular assistance because
they hadn't been Illinois residents
long enough. But he gave them the
address of the emergency welfare
office on the West Side.
It was a two-mile walk. Someone
gave them a card with a number on
it and they sat on a bench, stared at
the peeling green paint and waited
for their number to be called.
Two hours later, a caseworker
motioned them forward, took out
blank forms and asked questions:
Any relatives? Any means of getting money? Any assets?
Joe said he owned a donkey. The
caseworker told him not to get
smart or he'd be thrown out. Joe
said he was sorry.
The casworker finished the
forms and said they were entitled
to emergency bus fare to the County Hospital because of Mary's condition. And he told Joe to go to a
city office for occupational
guidance.
Joe thanked him and they took a
bus to the hospital. A guard told
the— to wait on a ben.'.. They
waited two hours, then Mary got
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good at working with wood. He
was assigned to a computer dataprocessing class. Mary said she'd
gladly do domestic work. She was
assigned to a course in key-punch
operating.
Several months later they finished the training. Joe got a job in
a gas station and Mary went to
work as a waitress.
They saved their money and
hired a lawyer. Another, custody
hearing was held and several days
later the baby was ordered returned
to them.
Reunited finally, they got back
to their two-room flat and met the
landlord on the steps. He told them
Urban Renewal had ordered the
building torn down. The City Relocation Bureau would get them
another place.
They packed, dressed the baby
and hurried to the Greyhound bus
station.
Joe asked the ticket man when
the next bus was leaving.
"Where to?" the ticket man
asked.
"Anywhere," Joe said, "as long
as it is right now."
He gave Joe three tickets and in
five minutes they were on a bus
heading for southern Dlinois — the
areas known as "little Egypt."
Just as the bus pulled out, the
three strangley dressed men ran
into the station. But they were too
late. It was gone.
So they started hiking down U.S.
66. But at last report they were
pinched on suspicion of being foreigners in illegal possession of gold.

Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor
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Letters to the Editor are welcomed and encouraged from
residents of the community. All
letters must be signed by the
writer and the writer's telephone number must be included
for verification. The telephone
number will not be published.
Letters to the Editor should
be typed and double-spaced
when at all possible. Letters
should be on topics of interest
to the general public.
Letters must not exceed 500
words in length. Longer letters
cannot be published.
The editor reserves the right
to condense or reject any letter,
as well as limit the publication
of frequent writers' letters.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
iceatuctcy 42071.

Looking Back

United Filature Syndicate Inc

Today In History
Today is Friday, Dec. 29, the 363rd day of 1989. There are two days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Ten years ago: Iranian Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadch threaten
ed
to try all of the American hostages as spies if the United Nations
approved sanctions against his country.
Five years ago: Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi claimed victory
in
parliamentary elections as his Congress Party captured more than a twothirds majority in the lower house of Parliament.
One year ago: The Federal Aviation Administration, responding to the
bombing of Pan Am Flight 103, announced tightened security for U.S. air
carriers at 103 airports in the Middle East and Western Europe.
Today's Birthdays: Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley is 72. Actress
Viveca Lindfors is 69. Actress Inga Swenson is 57. Actor Ed Flander
s is
55. ABC newscaster Tom Jarriel is 55. Actress Mary Tyler Moore is 53.
Actor Jon Voight is 51. Singer Marianne Faithful] is 43. Former Sen. Paul
Tribk, R-VL, is 43. Jockey Laffit Pincay is 43.
Thought for Today: "The wise man must be wise before. not after." —
Epichamius, Sicilian Greek comic poet (? - c.450 B.C.)

pains and they took her away.
Someone told Joe to come back
tomorrow.
He went outside and asked a
stranger on the street for directions
to the city job office. The stranger
hit Joe on the head and took his
overcoat. Joe was still lying there
when a paddy wagon came along
so the cops pinched him for being
drunk on the street.
Mary had a baby boy during the
night. She didn't know it, but three
foreign-looking men in strange,
colorful robes came to the hospital
asking about her and the baby. A
guard took them for terrorists and
called the police. They found odd
spices on the men so the narcotics
detail took them downtown for
further questioning.
The next day Mary awoke in a
crowded ward. She asked for Joe.
Instead, a representative of the
Planned Parenthood Committe
came by to give her a lecture on
birth control.
Next, a social worker came for
her case history. She asked Mary
who the father was. Mary answered
and the social worker ran for the
nurse. The nurse questioned her
and Mary answered. The nurse
stared at her and ran for the doctor.
The doctor wrote "Postpartum

delusion" on her chart.
An ambulance took Mary to the
Cook County Mental Health Clinic
the next morning. A psychiatrist
asked her questions and pursed his
lips at the answers.
A hearing was held and a judge
committed her to a state mental
hospital.
Joe got out of the city jail a couple of days later and went to the
hospital for Mary. They told him
she was at the mental institution
and the baby had been placed in a
foster home by the State Department of Children and Family
Services.
When Joe got to the mental hospital, a doctor told him what Mary
had said about the baby's birth. Joe
said Mary was telling the truth.
They put Joe in a ward at the other
end of the hospital.
Meanwhile, the three, strangley
dressed, foreign-looking men were
released after the narcotics detail
could find no laws prohibiting the
possession of myrth and frankincense. They returned to the hosptial
and were taken for civil rights
demonstrators and taken to jail.
By luck, Joe and Mary met on
the mental hospital grounds. They
decided to tell the doctors what
they wanted to hear. The next day
they were declared sane and were
released.
When they applied for custody
of Mary's baby, however, they
were told it was necessary for them
to first establish a proper residence,
earn a proper income and create a
suitable environment.
They applied for work at a state
job training office. Joe said he was
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Ten years ago
Calloway County Middle School
will be ready for occupation by
seventh and eighth grade youngsters on Jan. 2. The new school is
pictured in a photo by Staff Photographer Debbie N. Lee.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will accept joint city-county
ambulance service at midnight,
Dec. 31, according to Stuart Poston, administrator.
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Smith were
married for 50 years on Dec. 14.
Jaina Washer, 1979 graduate of
Murray High School, is attending
Memphis State University where
she is a member of the Lady Tigers
Basketball Team. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jamie
Washer of Murray.
Twenty years ago
The home of Alfred Wells on
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North 16th Street Extended was Masons for 1950 were A.G. Waldestroyed by fire this morning. ton, Lester Nanny, Ray Sullivan
Yesterday afternoon fire destroyed Jr., Zelna Carter, W.E. Clark, Charles Sparks, M. Holland and George
the home of Ricky Rickman.
John Ed Scott, local weather Farmer.
Mrs. Otis Workman, president of
observer, said 2.2 inches of rain
Callowa
y County Parent-Teacher
fell from 8:30 a.m. yesterday until
Association, spoke at a meeting of
8 a.m. today.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cassity Sr. Murray Training School Chapter of
will be married for 50 years on Jan. PTA, according to Mrs. Harlan
Hodges, MTS chapter president.
1.
Thomas Hopkins, Euva Parker,
Glenn Cochrum, formerly of
Nancy
Wear and Peggy Rowland
Calloway County, has been named
assistant executive editor of Padu- were elected as officers of French
Club of Murray High School. Mrs.
cah Sun Democrat.
"Folks from Florida up for the Mildred Wilmurth is club sponsor.
Mayrelle Johnson of Washingholidays. It was 70 when they left
home, from column, "Seen & ton, D.C., is the gueswt of her
Heard Around Murray" by James mother, Mrs. Florence Johnson.
C. Williams.
Thirty years ago
KENTUCKY
Larry Jetton, Murray State CoilLOTTERY
lege senior chemistry major, has
accepted an $1,800 grant from
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn. He also has been awarded a
scholarship which will cover tuition and other school fees.
S.A. Neale Sykes, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cleo Sykes, is stationed
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
at Great Lakes Naval Training
— The winning numbers
Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
selected Thursday in the
U. Col. and Mrs. Dale Parker of
Kentucky State Lottery's
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., are the
Kentucky Cash game were
his
guests of
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
2-0-8.
R.R. Parker.
Officers of Kirksey Junior High
4-H Club are Don Marine, Gary
Ezell and Brenda Cunningham.
Forty years ago
Elected as officers of Murray Mal MORA 24 CUPS rely. to I PAT ut =lex
SOUTH AT GILBMDALE
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
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Eagle comeback may be capped
by removal from endangered list
The bald eagle, freed from the crushing destruction of DDT, is making
a comeback and may be removed from the endangered species list.
"We now know of a minimum of 2,590 breeding pairs of bald eagles"
in the lower 48 states, said Dan James, endangered species office with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. "That probably translates to somewhere
between 10,000 and 12,000 eagles."
By comparison, there are 30,000 eagles in Alaska.
Although some eagles were shot, the culprit in their near extinction was
the pesticide DDT. Running off cropland into streams, DDT built up in
the bodies of small marine organisms, which were eaten by larger ones,
then by fish, which are the bald eagle's primary prey.
The DDT affected the birds' ability to lay eggs with shells strong
enough to withstand brooding. For years, few if any eaglets hatched.
"Use of DDT was canceled in 1972 by the Environmental Protection
Agency. That one single factor is largely responsible for the eagles'
recovery." James said by telephone from his Minneapolis office.
No one knows for sure how close the nation's symbol came to extinction. But an Audubon Society survey done in the early 1960s came up
with 417 breeding pairs in the lower 48 states.
"Breeding pairs is the best index as to the status of the population, that
plus productivity," James said.
In 1963, productivity had dropped to .58 eaglets per active pair per
year, James said.
"We knew we had problems. The accepted standard for a maintenance
level of productivity is .7 young per active pair," he said. By 1981 the
productivity index was up to 1.04 and remains above one.
Eagles have a reproductive life of 10 to 15 years.
In the lower 48 states, the birds' strongholds are around the western

The American bald eagle population has made great strides in the last
decade.

Remember the 10th
I'M
COILLIC1I4G.
MRS
PAUL .. •

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriffs are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.
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"It's a viable technique," James said. "But
the degree to which it has
contributed to full recovery has yet to be
determined."

Former farmers growing different
'crops' on preserve for outdoorsmen
NEW ULM, Minn. (AP) — Lester and Denice Zwach once were farmers with hundreds of acres in corn and other crops and a dairy herd to
tend.
Three years ago, they got out of that business and became farmers of
another stripe, running the Pleasant Acres shooting preserve.
Today, rather than corn, they raise pheasants — and chukar partridge
and bobwhite quail.
And rather than having cows to milk, they have birds to feed.
Still, operating a shooting preserve, the Zwachs have discovered in the
last few years, is not unlike conventional farming.
"When we got out of farming," Denice said, "we had been operating a
shooting preserve part time on land we own and on land we leased since
1981. But it wasn't until 1986 that we decided to do it full time.
"We like operating our hunting club, because we get to work with people. But just like farming, it keeps us real busy."
The Zwachs were not alone in their decision to make the switch from
conventional fanning to game farming. In recent years, due to, among
other factors, hunting-land scarcity, busy lifestyles and reduced game
populations, more and more rural, and some urban, entrepreneurs have
tried their hands at the business of selling hunting to hunters — a clientele that, like everyone else, is in search of convenience.
And convenience is a major selling point of shooting preserves, this
even though some people argue that shooting preserve hunting is not really hunting at all.
Still, even purists among wild bird aficionados concede preserve hunting is at least a form of hunting, good for, among other things, the legs,
the dogs and the shooting eye.
What's more, the shooting preserve season is about eight months long.
"In 1984, we had about 25 shooting preserves in Minnesota," said
Torn Keefe, the Department of Natural Resources wildlife section mana-

Anglers have plenty to do
when cold sends them in

Just add fun.

Great Lakes, Chesapeake Bay, the Pacific Northwest, Maine and Florida,
James said.
Florida has 439 known nesting pairs, to 390 for Minnesota and 109
for
Maine, James said.
Because of their recovery, the Fish and Wildlife Service has prepared
notice of intent to change the animal's status which is to be published a
in
the Federal Register, probably in January.
The notice says the service had set specific goals for the bird's recovery and in four of the five regions the goals have been met. The
exception
is the Southeast.
"We have not taken a position" on whether to take the
bird off
endangered species list and change its status to threatened or take the
other action, James said. "We're leaving the door wide open" some
to comments from the public and conservation groups.
The unanswered question in the eagle's recovery is the role of
"hacking," or rearing captive birds and releasing them into
the wild.
Nearly 1,000 bald eagles have been hacked in the last 10 or so
years by
governments and conservation groups.
"The degree to which hacking has contributed to the recovery
of the
bald eagle has not been determined," James said. "The key to
the
success
of a hacking program is evidenced by the return to the
hacking site by
eagles released their and those birds producing young.
"We've only seen a handful of birds that have done that,"
he said, in
part because it is five to seven years after release before the birds
mature
and return to raise their own broods.

Now is the time to get all of
your old tackle boxes straigh and
sharpen the dull hooks. Change the
spinnerbaits skirts and touch up the
cracked, chipped paint that came
off when the win caused you to
cast the lure onto the bank.
Spray some epoxy on those rods
which are showing fatigue, and use
a small grit sandpaper to smooth
out those cork handles. Grease and
oil the reels and put the new line
Santa brough you on nice and
level. Get the idea now, there is no
limit to the things needing done by
spring.
Some of the more hardy souls
have been out below the dams rattling and bumping through the ice
chunks so they can catch some sauger. They are too! The sauger have
really been stacked in the tailwaters and many local anglers are
talking advantage of the good fishing while it lasts.
My good friend Dale Mullins
was supposed to go Wednesday
with Marquardt and Routh so I
know he was in good hands. I'm
positive he caught some because
they were culling for big ones in
the early afternoon.
My oldest son-in-law, Gary
Crass and Steve Pember arrived
around noon. They had just fished
below Barkley because the bait

ger who oversees such operations in the state. "Now there are about
100."
Said Lester Zwach: "We've got about 1,000 acres that we hunt. By
having that much land available to us, we're able to match a particular
area to particular hunters."
"A few years ago," said Keefe of the DNR, "we had lots of requests
for permits to establish shooting preserves. At the time, our permit process was essentially not very complicated. More or less, all a person had
to do to get a permit was ask.
"Now things are different. Now we've tightened up our licensing process quite a bit. We're worried about the potential for abuse, about the
possibility that a few people are just getting together to get a permit so
they can hunt longer than the time typically set aside for wild bird hunting. Now we've got a questionnaire that must be filled out. We've denied
a few permit applications. Or modified them."
"We have about 250 members," said Denice Zwach,"who pay $100 a
season to belong to our preserve. But non-members — the general public
— can hunt our club as well."
Keefe said he expects legislation to be proposed the next time state
lawmakers gather that would attempt to distance large-scale pay-to-hunt
operations like that of the Zwachs from smaller outfits.
"The bigger operations, many of which are in the Minnesota Gamefeeders and Shooting Preserve Association, I think want to set themselves
apart from the smaller operations," Keefe said. "From what I understand,
they're willing to impose larger licensing fees on themselves, as well as
bigger minimum -bird-release quotas in return for some other
considerations."
Whether such changes come to pass is anyone's guess. For now, what
is known is that some hunters, in Minnesota and elsewhere, are willing to
pay to either supplement or wholly replace their wild bird hunting.

Starting soon
Corn-Austin's Famous

FISHING
LINE
By Jerry Maupin
Columnist
store owner said there was too
much ice below Smithland. After
three hours of not bites, they pulled
out for Smithland where everyone
was catching sauger.
Several white bass and rockSish
are getting in on the fun also. Some
of the whites were jumbo fat, but
that is normal because they will
spawn in a couple of months.
Gary said the sauger they finally
caught were 30-40 feet deep. As
you know, the big lead head jig
with a minnow stuck on is the best
lure combination and softly bouncing along the bottom should get a
strike. A big break in the weather
started Tuesday and Wednesday
but this can't last long without
moisture of some kind moving in.
I haven't talked to anyone who
had checked the water temperature
so I will guess 38-40 degrees.
Please be careful whereever you
fish and have a Happy New Year.
Happy Fishing in 1990!

"Your Complete
Automotive
Headquarters" •

_
D & W Auto Supply
512 S. 12th

The Sale That Keeps Getting Bigger & Better.

Hwy. WE
753-8078 to
ittvvvvvvli-viamamaaaa viavvii-vvvvvvvt

Only In A Jeep.

Something Fun
For Everyone!

— We Install Automotive Glass

753-4563

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1"? Mi
on Hwy 94E , Murray. Ky 753-6116

Celebniting first birthday

Your Individual
Horoscope

Friday, Dec. 29
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, DECEMBER 31. 1989

business propositions made to you
today. Though social life is accented
now, you may not be in the mood for
boisterous times.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You'll get some conflicting views
today and it's best to sit on important
decisions now, especially those pertaming to business. Enjoy bringing in
the New Year.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
ifk
Errors in judgment are possible
now where financial interests are
concerned. You'll need more facts
before you can arrive at a proper
decision.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You and a partner may just not be
able to arrive at an agreement on the
use of joint assets today. Beware of
extravagant moves and misleading
advice.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You may not have as much time as
you'd wish to spend with a loving tie
today. A tedious work matter may not
be solved at present, yet attention
must be paid to this concern.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Morning hours could find you
upset about a career concern. It's not
a good time to mix business and
pleasure. Some concern could arise
in connection with a child.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
Shopping isn't especially favored
today. It may be hard to get a
commitment from a family member
at present. Last-minute changes in
social plans are possible.

+46

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21)
Someone close to you seems a bit
mixed up today. Be less domineering
with family. Don't try to call all the
shots. An evening discussion solves
very little.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Shoppers be wary. You're prone to
change your mind rather quickly now.
You won't find all the answers to a
problem today. Be patient and refrain
from forcing issues.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Shopping isn't favored now and
you need to be on guard against
wasteful spending in general. You
may find a friend's interfering ways a
bit annoying at times today.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Your energies may be a bit scattered and you shouldn't expect
everything to go your way at present.
Guard against overindulgence in food
and drink.
PISCES
ioare•
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You may have mixed feelings about
socializing today. At the same time,
it's not the best day to seek solitude.
Try to meet others halfway this
evening.
YOU BORN TODAY are both
creative and practical but sometimes
have difficulty reconciling these
qualities. You need a job you like or
you may not put forth the proper
effort. A good education in the field
of your choice will help you get
ahead. You can be a bit of a loner at
times, though you'll find social contacts instrumental in your success.
Both the arts and sciences are likely
to appeal to you. Birthdate of:
Matisse, painter; Odetta, singer; and
Elizabeth Arden, beauty expert.

School lunch menus sponsored b‘ 1 ming-at-Heart.

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Jan. 2 to 5
have been released by Joanna
Adams and Judy Hina, food service
directors for Calloway County and
Murray City Schools respectively.
Schools will not be in session on
Monday. Jan. 1, New Year's Day.
The menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:

East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup;
Wednesday - sausage on biscuit;
Thursday - scrambled eggs, bacon,
toast; Friday - ham and cheese on
deli bun. Milk, juice, cereal and
toast are available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - chicken nuggets, hot
dog, grilled cheese; Wednesday pizza. fish sandwich, grilled
cheese; Thursday - vegetable soup
w/grilled cheese, vegetable soup w/
hamburger; Friday - Taco salad,
hot ham and cheese, grilled cheese.
Peanut butter/jelly sandwich, fruits,
vegetables, fries, desserts, milk and
fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Tuesday - cinnamon toast, ham
on biscuit; Wednesday - French
toast stix/syrup, sausage on biscuit;
Thursday - blueberry muffin,
scrambled egg/toast; Friday apple turnover, sausage on biscuit.
Cereals, fruits, milk and variety of
juices are available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - chicken nuggets, chili
dog; Wednesday - pizza, barbeque
sandwich; Thursday - taco salad,
turkey club sandwich; Friday vegetable soup w/grilled cheese,
vegetable soup w/hamburger. Salad
bar, fruits, vegetables, fries, milk
and fruit drinks are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Tuesday - buttered pancakes w/
syrup; Wednesday - scrambled
eggs. bacon, toast; Thursday sausage on biscuit; Friday - ham
and cheese on bun. Breakfast bar,
juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Tuesday - chicken nuggets, submarine sandwich; Wednesday taco salad, barbeque sandwich;
713-110113
hilt N1iirr.1%.

Thursday - sliced turkey/gravy,
chili; Friday - beef stew, turkey
club sandwich. Salad bar, hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, fruits,
vegetables, deli sandwiches, milk
and fruit drinks are available daily.

Elementary breakfast
Tuesday - cereal and toast;
Wednesday - Honey bun; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday peach turnover. Juice or fruit and
milk are served each day.
Robertson
Tuesday - pizza, chicken fried
steak; Wednesday - taco salad,
chicken nuggets; Thursday - hamburger or hot dog; Friday - pizza,
vegetable soup w/cheese and crackers. Choice of fruits, vegetables
and milk are available daily.
Carter
Tuesday - hamburger, chuckwagon; Wednesday - taco salad,
grilled cheese; Thursday - pizza,
peanut butter and jelly sandwich;
Friday - footiong hot dog, deli
roast beef. Choice of fruits, vegetables and milk are available daily.
Middle, High
Breakfast
Tuesday - cinnamon toast; Wednesday - Poptart; Thursday - sausage and biscuit; Friday - donut.
Cereal, milk, fruit juice or fruit are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Tuesday - Quiche, club sandwich; Wednesday - spaghetti w/
meat sauce and French bread;
Thursday - Gyro pocket sandwich,
corn dog; Friday - fish sandwich
w/cheese, grilled cheese. French
fries, pizza, choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.
Murray High
Tuesday - beef sticks w/sauce,
fish sandwich w/cheese; Wednesday - B.L.T. with cheese and vegetable soup, chicken fried steak;
Thursday - spaghetti w/meatsauce
and French bread, barbecue pork;
Friday - foot long chili dog, grilled
cheese. Pizza, hamburgers. French
fries, baked poiatoes. nachos. soft
bread pretzels, choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.

1P8

12th Street
-4i/r. Infant thrii It

Square and round dancing with
mustc by Bill James and the Wonder Band will be from 7:30 to
10:30 p.m. at Woodmen of the
World Youth Ccmp, U.S. Highway
641 North.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For information call 753-TEEN.
Parents' Night Out will not be
held tonight at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Saturday, Dec. 30
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Forrest will
be honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. at-Cherry Coner
Baptist Church. The family
requests that guests not bring gifts.
Cory Alan Mullins is today, Dec. 29, celebrating his first birthday. He
is the son of Gary and Gail Mullins of Murray. His grandparents are
Mrs. Marie Mullins of Lexington, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
Sturdivant of Jackson, Tenn. His great-grandparents are Mrs. T.E.
Mullins of Lexington, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Clement and Mrs.
Pinkie Smallwood of Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs. Annie Mae Martin of
Brownsville, Tenn.

Imes and Ross vows
will be solemnized
in church ceremony
Plans have been completed for
;he wedding of Miss Molly Imes,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Imes, and Todd Ross, son of Dean
Ross and Molly Ross, all of
Murray.
The ceremony will be Saturday,
Dec. 30, at 10:30 a.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church, Hardin. The Rev.
Ricky Cunningham will officiate.
Music will be presented by Marie Taylor, pianist, and Molly Ross
and Rick Melson, soloists, all of
Murray. Sherri Skelton of Atlanta,
Ga., and Ricky Jobs of Murray will
present a special reading.
Miss Amy Ross of Memphis,
Tenn., sister of the groom-elect,
will be maid of honor. Her other
attendants will be Michelle White
of Raleigh, N.C., Lynn Paulk of
West Frankfort, Ill., and Emily

Lanier of LaCenter, cousin of the
bride-elect.
Flower girls will be Kate Lanier
of LaCenter and Heather Kohr of
Murray, cousins of Miss Imes.
John Imes of Murray, brother of
the bride-elect, will be best man.
Groomsmen will be David Rogers
of Murray, Kevin Patton of South
Fulton, Tenn., and Matt Imes of
Murray, brother of the bride-elect.
Ushers will be Josh Miller of
Arlington and John Mark Roberts
of Murray, cousins of the brideelect, and Ricky Jobs and Tim
Ahlenius of Murray.
Tammy Melson of Murray will
preside at the registry table.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Hospital releases babies,
dismissals for Thursday
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Dec. 28, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
McCoy baby boy, parents, Mignon and Michael. Box 137, Hardin;
Conner baby girl, parents, Ginger and Kenneth, Rt. 1, Box 60,
Dexter,
Watkins baby girl, parents, Jennifer and Kenneth, 701 South
Market St., Paris, Tenn.;

Byrley baby girl, parents, Sherri
and Ben, Rt. 1, Box 86B, Kirksey.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Harp, 104 North 17th
St., Murray; Mrs. Jane Hill, RL 5,
Box 466, Murray; Mrs. Rhonda
Skaggs and baby boy, 705 Elm St.,
Murray;
Ronald Housden, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Bertha Barnett, Rt. 8, Box
1270, Murray; Willie Smith, Rt. 5,
Box 1286, Murray;
Joe Seavers, Rt. 1, Box 132,
Murray; Jasper Johnson, Rt. 1, Box
125C, Kirksey; Milton Walston, Rt.
8, Box 45, Murray;
Joel Preston Holland (expired)
505 Poplar St., Murray.

Calloway County Christmas Bird
Count will be held. For information
call Happy Chambers, 759-1581
days, or 498-8977 evenings.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,

Sunday, Dec. 31
New Year's Eve Bash will be
from 6 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Main
Street Youth Center at 205 North
Fourth St. This is open to the public at no charge.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-0086 or 753-7046.
Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059.
Singles Organizational Society
will host a New Year's Eve Dance
starting at 7:30 p.m. at National
Guard Armory, Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road. Admission
will be $5. For information call
Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne,
753-0224.
Faith Missionary Baptist Church,
located on Brandon Road, Hazel,
will have a Watch Night Service
starting at 10 p.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church will have a Watch Night
service starting with a potluck meal
at 6 p.m. and worship from 7 p.m.
to after midnight.
First Baptist Church will have an
early service at 4 p.m.

Murray Country Club will have
its New Year's Eve Dance from 9
p.m. to 1 p.m. when breakfast will
be served. Admission will be $25
per couple.

Eastwood Baptist Church will
have a candlelight service and fellowship following the 6 p.m.
service.

Dance will start at 8 p.m. at
Murray Moose Lodge. This will be
the New Year's Eve celebration.

Potluck meal will be served at
12 noon at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church in honor
of Rev. Bob Dotson who is
retiring.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
Sunday, Dec. 31
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ray will
be honored on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. at Puryear Community Center.
A reception in honor of 50th
wedding anniversaries of Mr. and
Mrs. Irvan Jackson and Mr. and
Mrs. E.B. Conner will be from 2 to
4 p.m. at Hardin Senior Citizens
Building.

Glendale Road Church of Christ
will have an early service at 4 p.m.
The Joylanders will sing from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m. at Coldwater
Baptist Church.
Calvary Temple, located on U.S.
Highway 641 South, will have a
New Year's Eve service starting at
9 p.m.
A Parish New Year's Eve Party
will start at 8:30 p.m. in Gleason
Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church.
For reservations call Karen Balzer,
753-0396.

Small percentage of working
women say they have mentors
NEW YORK (AP) — Only a small percentage of American working
women have mentors, according to a survey.
Those reporting having someone willing to share their job knowledge
and career experience with them totaled only 17 percent in the Northeast,
26 percent in the West and 28 percent each in the south and central parts
of the country.
The survey of 200 women was conducted by Clairol Inc.

"A good critic is the man who describes his adventures among
masterpieces."

An accurate defense would have
beaten today's game. However,
someone goofed. Study the play to
look for the culprit. Who gets all or
most of the blame?
In a European team match, there
was a game-swing when one side
made four spades and the other
didn't. Both Easts played the diamond four (suit preference) on
West's lead of the diamond jack, and
the next lead was easy. West led a Vulnerable: Neither
middle club for East to ruff — two Dealer: North
The bidding:
tricks for the defense.
The "unlucky" East then cashed
his diamond ace and led a third diamond, hoping to find West with the
trump jack. No dice. South discarded, ruffed in dummy and then
picked up the trumps to claim 10
tricks.
Should West have led the club
deuce as a suit-preference request
for a low diamond return?
How could he be sure that his diamond eight was a sure entry?
How about East? Should he have
gambled on a low diamond return?
Certainly this course was better
than playing for an unlikely spade
jack with West The underlead
would win whenever West had J-8
or a singleton jack, and was clearly

ANSWER: Four hearts. A gamble.
the better chance
With the right cards or a friendly
The verdict? East gets 90 percent defense,
game will make.
of the blame, West 10 percent. West
ight have recognized that a secclub ruff promised the only

hope

Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
t2343 Dallas. Texas 75225. with solf-addressod.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. Ms Usitod restore 3yokroto
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Joylanders to sing at Coldwater
The Joylanders will be featured at the gospel singing at Coldwater Baptist Church on Sunday, Dec. 31. The singing will be from 1:30 to 3:30
p.m. The public is invited to attend and to note the earlier time as the
group has another engagement that evening.

Brooks Chapel plans service
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have a special New
Year's Eve service on Sunday, Dec. 31. The event will stan at 6 p.m. with
a potluck supper. Worship service will start at 7 p.m. and continue until
after midnight. The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor, urges all members and visitors to attend this special evening.

Methodist Women plan meeting
The United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church will
meet Tuesday, Jan. 2, at 10 a.m. for a social time, followed by a business
meeting and program at 10:30 a.m. The Manic Belle Hays Circle will be
in charge of the program on "The Power of Love." The Executive Committee will meet at 9 a.m. Mrs. Lula Bingham urges all church women to
attend.

Arts Council will offer course
The Purchase Area Arts Council will offer a six weeks course in Drawing beginning Thursday, Jan: 4, in the Art Room at Graves County High
School, Mayfield. Jack Goodwin, Graves County High School Art
Instructor, will teach the class which is open to anyone interested, no matter what their skill level. The instruction will take a variety of forms ranging from text book instruction through still life settings to the drawing of
the human figure. Opportunities will be available for the beginner to learn
the basic rudiments of drawing, and for the more experience artist to
further skills. Classes will meet on Thursday evenings from 7 to 9 p.m.
and will cost $10 for PAAC members and $35 for non-members. All non-

member workshop fees include a one-year PAAC membership, permitting
people to participate in other PAAC sponsored actnvities at member rates.
The school and art room are both wheel chair accessible. To enroll or for
more information, contact Mary Haugen at 1-247-6387, or write PAAC,
P.O. Box 93, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

Classes planned at Paris church
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ave money an i ose weig t ast.

JOIN
WEIGHT WATCHERS
SAVE $10.00
JOIN NOW FOR ONLY $15.00
OFFER STARTS JANUARY 1,1990

Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, Tenn., will offer some classes at
Church of Christ Building, 800 Eastwood, Paris, Tern, starting Thursday,
Jan. 11, at 7 p.m. Acts of the Apostles with Roger Banks as teacher, and
Business Law I with Dr. Bob Swayne, a retired attorney and judge, as
teacher, will be offered. The cost will be $10 per semester hours for credit
or audit. Registration will take place at the first class. Jack Hilliard, director of placement at Freed-Hardeman, said "advantages to taking such classes include personal development and satisfaction: preparation to better
teach and serve; a;bility to better run one's business or protect investments; update teacher certification depending on area of certification."
For further information call Hilliard at 1-901-989-6658 or Roger Banks at
1-901-642-2861.

- We're made some
exciting neer changes in
our Weight Watchers
Program. It's now called
'Fast and Flexible'and it
fits just right into our
busy lifestyle.
.loin now. you'll lore our
new program and you'll
save $10.00.-

KM,

Calvary Temple plans revival
Starting Sunday, Dec. 31, Calvary Temple, located on Highway 641
South of Murray, will begin a Decade of the 90's Revival, beginning with
a special New Year's Eve service at 9 p.m. Services will be at 7:30 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday, and at 6:30 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 7. The evangelist will be the Rev. Gene Baldwin of Muskogee, Okla. "Revival for Survival" will be the theme throughout the revival. Rev. Baldwin said "I feel if
we and our children are going to survive the drug scene, the decay of
morals caused by the sex revolution and humanistic teaching our day, the
church needs to see God's power manifested in the Decade of the 90's."
In the special New Year's Eve service beginning at 9 p.m., there will be
bread breaking, special singing, anointed preaching, and candle light communion service.

FRIDAY,

MURRAY, KY
tat Presbyterian Church
Monday

1601 Main Street
.5:45 PM

Due to January L New Year'• Day being•
holiday,•Il Monday clauses have been
rescheduled. Please call 1.800-333-5756 for claaa
information.

You've tried the rest, now try the hest!

111:1(rIfT WAT(TIElek •reva.arrrd trademark,..1Urkzht
%ruche,. Intirraatk NW. Inc C
Weight Naicher. Itm-rnata awl. In. V)
rw,
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EXTRA
Prices on winter merchandise have already been reduced by
/
1 4 to /
1
2. Now you can save an ADDITIONAL 20% on these
wonderful fashions at Bright's. You'll find a great
selection of winter sportswear, winter coats, winter dresses,
winter shoes and boots, w4iter handbags and accessories, lingerie,
sleepwear, bras, robes... all clearance items reduced 20% EXTRA!

Ikuln Friday 9:30 a m.-8:30 p.m
Saturday 9:30 a.m.-5 pm.
Monday 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Wor the
Parents:
2 - 8 oz.
Sirlaoin Dinne

SIRLOIN
KADE

SIK

Mad=
1. Winning baby must be born in this county and parents must be
residents of this county.

Be..1-Air Center
753-0440

2. Exact time of birth must be certified by attending physician.

(

3. Parents must apply to the Murray- Ledger & Times to receive
prizes.
4. Gifts must be redeemed by February 1, 1990.

Tw
omplete
Al

One Pound
of Bar-B-Q
From

HON

Flood NILiakiriceit
qedd 9044e —
qadd 90(44

Southside
Shopping Center
753-1682

1501 N. 1
753-9;

Baby's First
White Bible

1 Case
aby Foi

from the

To

Lottie Moon
Mission Group

or Miss

of

Clini

First Baptist
Church

5th & Wain
753-8302

arm;

Medical Arts
Pharmacy
300 S. 8th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
759-4527

Free
Nursery
A
R "Teddy Bear"
0
Touch Control
Lamp

8x10 Color Photo
for

Mr. or Miss 1990
607 S. 4th St.
753-8809

'S CORNER
On the Corner
Bel-Air-Center
753-9234

One
of C
to thE
Mr. (

1 Box of
Diapers
($10
Value)

V1
(must

Pig* wiggly

ONE HOUR
CILANERS

Shop

Central
Shopping
Center
753-9525

Free
8"x10" Color
Portrait for Baby
9)
'‘'42"/"9•4
4
WEDDINGS AND PORTRAITS

Country Square
1608 121 N.
753-0035

Fresh Cut
Baby Arrangement
for Little Miss or Mr.

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

IVERYTNING FON MU ;Kin IN YOUR LIT"

11111111W
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.--Pare
Ornts:

RIMY, ENICEMBERW 1

the

Gold
Baby Ring for
Mr. or Miss 1990

A FREE GIFT

2 - 8 oz.
Sirloin Dinners

Awaits

Mr. or Miss 1990!

Lindsey's
_jewelers

IRWIN
POMADE
Children's Fashions

Beil-Air Center
\<53-0440

Sizes Pretnlic

14

408 South 12th St.
753-0005

Helpful Baby
Book From

Eastwood

Christian Bookstore

Yours Mine
& Ours

Hwy. 94E
753-0221

Two
omplete Meals
At

HONEYS
1501 N. 12th St.
753-9257

1 Case
f I aby Formula

Court Square
753-4087

A Gift
Certificate
From

$50

The Gold Gallery
of Murray

Member FDIC

Mr. or Miss 1990

Awaits

5th & Walnut
753-8302

4**411,
Hoffman's
(Formerly The Family Tree)

University Square
753-9228

Hwy. 94 East

759-4512

$25 Gift
Certificate for
Mr. or Miss 1990.

(10.75 Value)

Country
Crossroads

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Precious
Moments Bible

Phot

Baby Edition
Awaits

; 199

FREE
Manicure for
Mom

Mr. or Miss 1990

St.

ODS

JCPenney

Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

on

HUNT

Southside
Shopping Center
753-4383

Mr. or Miss 1990

2 - 1/2 Order
Fish Dinners
with Drink

LIDItY

First Pair
of StrideRite Shoes
For Mr. or Miss 1990

$25
Gift Certificate

it

Savings Bond
Awaits
Mr. or Miss 1990

115 South 4th St.
753-8811

To

Clinic
armacy

Court Square
753-1640

$10
Gift Certificate
for
Mr. or Miss 1990

One Free Month
of Cable Basic
to the Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1990
CABLE
\./L.SleN

Alden's Book
Service & Supply
903 Sycamore
759-1022

Storey s
FOOD
GIANT

1600 Dodson
753-8282

Bel-Air Center

A Large Box of
Pampers.

(Must be in our area.)

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
753-5005

WALMART

r IN YOUR

Hwy 641 North
759-9995

506 N. 4th St.
753-8575

A New
Savings Account
is waiting for
Mr. or Miss 1990

PACM
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Sports
Wrangler

Murray suffers first loss in opening round of tournament
By DAVID RAMEY
Lofts/ & Times Asst. Sports Editor

Daniel T. Parker

HOPKINSVILLE — The undermanned Murray High Tigers were
outplayed Thursday night in the
opening round of the Christian
County-Hopkinsville Invitational
Tournament, despite a standout
night from Willis Cheaney.
MHS, playing without starter
Heath Walls, dropped a 91-68 contest to Hopkinsville. Cheaney's 35
points wasn't enough as the Tigers
struggled against the Hoptown
pressing defense, and were beaten
on the boards by H.HS.
"We just got whipped in every
part of the game," Tiger coach
Cary Miller said. "They came out
ready to play and took it right at
us."
The loss ended a perfect 7-0 start
for Murray, as the Tigers fell to
7-1. Hopkinsville improved to 4-4.
Walls, a small forward who is

Stockings are supposed to be stuffed on
Christmas. The Murray State Racers came home
to find theirs were soaked.
The Racers, who begin tournament play tonight against TexasSan Antonio in the Lamar (Texas) Classic, were told by Santa
(head coach Steve Newton) to be good boys and come back to
Murray on Christmas so they could get in a little practice session on Monday night.
Santa's sled must have been pulled by guppies instead of
reindeer. When the Racers walked into their locker room...well,
actually, they waded in.
A water pipe inside the Carr Health Building — an preexisting annex of Racer Arena — had frozen and burst over the
holidays, leaving four inches of water in the Murray State locker room and the team meeting room. Reports say it got even
deeper in the baseball lockers, the training room and the
coaches' locker, and there was water standing on the floor of
the North Gym in Can Health.
Murray State's maintenance elves came to the rescue as far as
the gym floor is concerned; workers gave up their Christmas
night's relaxation to clear the floor before the water warped the
wood.
Any gear that was in the bottom of the Racers' lockers —
shoes, for instance — was completely soaked, preventing
practice.
• • •
Members of the sporting community throughout western Kentucky mourn the passing of a legend today with the news that
long-time Murray High coach Preston "Ty" Holland has passed
away at the age of 83 (see story, page 1).
I didn't meet Mr. Holland until after starting to cover sports
for the Ledger & Times, but I knew of him well before that,
from the comments made by football coaches in Marshall Coun:y and Mayfield.
The respect Coach Holland earned from his peers and the
love he gathered from his players goes far deeper than a name
on a stadium wall or a plaque in a hall of fame. Coach Holland will be remembered not only for his victories on the field,
hut for the genuine love he had for Murray and its youth.
Murray has lost a great man.
• • •
1989 has been a year of losses. Young, promising athletes
killed themselves in car wrecks or through suicides. Baseball
lost short-term but highly-revered commissioner Bart Giammati
only days after another tragedy, the lifetime suspension of Pete
Rose for gambling. The San Francisco-Oakland earthquake disrupted the World Series and raised questions about the proper
place for games in our lives. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar ended his
distinguished career, NFL commissioner Pete Rozelle retired,
Tom Landry was fired. Billy Martin died on Christmas Day.
But it was also a year of glory. In January, Joe Montana's
last-seconds touchdown pass to John Taylor in the Super Bowl
provided the best finish ever to a championship that had become
noted for its boring games. The upstart, rowdy Pistons beat the
c 1989 major league baseball season was a whopper. The
Pistons beat the Lakers for the NBA championship, and, amid
the scandals and deaths, the major league baseball season was a
whopper. The year ended with the conclusion of the NFL season in which half of the league was either assured of or hoping
for a playoff berth on the final weekend of action.
It was a memorable final year to a memorable decade that
has drastically and, I think, permanently changed the way we
look at our games and our heroes.
Assistant sports editor David Ramey just looked over my
shoulder and saw I was trying to bring the decade into perspective. "Forget about it," he advised.
He's right. Looking at the events of the year or the trends of
the decade and trying to detect a scheme, a plan, some sort of
logic out of the mess is like trying to read the newspaper
through a glass of water.
It's probably best to follow the traditional comment of coaches everywhere when they say, "this one's over — we have to
look ahead to the next game."
• • •
Before we leave 1989, however, let me stir up a little lateyear controversy with one man's choices for...
GAME OF THE YEAR — The high school football game
between Calloway County and Murray High at Ty Holland Field,
in which Robert 'Pookie' Jones closed his stellar career by scoring five touchdowns and leading the Lakers to the upset win
over the Tigers.
EMOTIONAL NIGHT OF THE YEAR — The finals of the
OVC volleyball tournament between Murray State and Morehead
in the cramped North Gym at Can. Health, giving the Lady
Racers their first league championship and leading to an invitation to the inaugural Women's National Invitational Volleyball
Championships.
MOMENT OF THE YEAR — Jeff Martin's reverse dunk
against Austin Peay in Racer Arena in front of a packed house
on a muggy Saturday afternoon.
COACH OF THE YEAR — Oscar Segovia, MSU volleyball
coach. Anyone who spends five minutes talking volleyball with
Segovia will find themself wishing they could suit up and play
for the team as well.
ATHLETE OF THE YEAR —Hands down choice here —
Murray State's Deena Wigger. Jeff Martin, Michael Proctor, Pookie Jones and Sheila Smith all deserve — and received — consideration, but the world recognizes Wigger as the best female
air riflist on the globe after her World Cup win in Europe. I
can't disagree with the world.
QUESTION OF THE YEAR —Why doesn't anyone go to
high school basketball games anymore? Is television really that
good, or are people just getting lazier?
• • •
We'll close out the year with two items of interest concerni
ng
the Ohio Valley Conference.
OVC ba,sketball favorite Austin Peay will be without the services of Hopkinsville's LaMonte Ware for the entire season.
Ware's original suspension was supposed to end after six games
of the 1989-90 season, but APSU coach Lake Kelly has
extended the suspension after "additional serious violation of
athletic department policy," according to a release from the university. The cause of Ware's suspension has not been reported.
And, the University of Tennessee-Martin has begun its move
to join the OVC. UTM plans to give official notice to the Gulf
South Conference that it will withdraw from that conference
in
1991.
UTM won't be able to join the OVC until 1992 at the
earliest.

visiting family and will not be back
in town until Monday, was sorely
missed on the defensive end, where
the junior usually handles the
opposition's top scorer, and offensively, as Murray needed another
ballhandler to help bring the ball
up the floor.
Hopkinsville Jeff Evans took
advantage of Walls absence to toss
in 27 points, including 20 in the
first half, while Chris Jones, a 6-7
center, added 17 for Hoptown.
Cheaney sent 35 points through
the nets on 11-of-23 shooting, and
poured in 21 markers in the first
half.
After falling down quickly 4-0,
Murray responded by running off
ten straight, with Cheaney scoring
seven. Hopkinsville rallied to take
the lead before a Cheaney 3-pointer
at the horn at the end of the first
quarter put MHS back up by one.
The Tigers pushed their lead to
(Cont'd on page 11)

Lakers even up record with
squeaky win over Heath
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Sports Editor

Calloway County's Cliff Curd hooks a shot toward the goal during
Calloway's two-point win over Heath in the Paducah Tilghman
Christmas Tournament semifinal round.

PADUCAH — Calloway's narrow 59-57 victory over Heath High
School Thursday night in the semifinals of the Paducah Tilghman
Christmas Tournament left the
team's season record at 6-6 — an
appropriate mark, considering the
Lakers' "Jekyll & Hyde" nature.
"At times tonight I thought we
looked good, and at times we were
just terrible," CCHS coach Russ
Wall said after the win, which
vaulted the Lakers into tonight's (8
p.m.) championship game against
the host Blue Tornado.
"We were really two different
teams out there," Wall added.
There was the team that fell
behind to the 1-3 Heath Pirates by
15-9 in the first quarter. Then there
was the team that scored seven
straight points at the start of the
second period, putting the Lakers
on top 16-15.

Immediately after that streak,
however, Calloway allowed Heath
to score nine straight and take a
24-16 lead. Then, Calloway scored
the next seven points, cutting the
lead to one.
Heath retained a 28-27 lead at
the halfway mark, but the third
quarter saw Calloway guard Benji
Kelly pour in 12 of his 23 points as
the Lakers regained the lead,
44-43.
Kelly was then scoreless in the
fourth quarter.
The game was tied 57-57 when
guard Tim Carpenter hauled in a
kick-out pass at the corner, bowed
his head and drove the baseline to
score what would prove to be the
winning points with 33 seconds
left.
Will the real Lakers please stand
up?
What's the hurry, Wall wants to
know.
"You don't want to be playing
(Cont'd on page 11)

UK-U of L basketball

Crum says Cardinal lull will not be factor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — University of
Louisville coach Denny Crum says a 12-day
break hasn't dulled his eighth-ranked Cardinals
for Saturday's game against Kentucky.
"I don't know about in the game, but it
doesn't seem to have had much of an effect in
practice," Crum said at a news conference
Thursday. "They're still the same enthusiastic,
running and jumping bunch."
While the Cardinals are heading to Rupp Arena off the Christmas lull, the Wildcats (5-4) are
rebounding from a disappointing 121-110 loss to
North Carolina on Wednesday. The loss was
even more poignant given Kentucky's NCAArecord 21 3-pointers.
While Crum admits Wildcat coach Rick Pitino's 3-point green light is going to be a big factor in the meeting between the two archrivals, he
feels his Cardinals are prepared.

"We've got four or five guys capable of putting it in from the perimeter," he said. "But
we're inconsistent from there."
He says Louisville (8-1) will rely heavily on
its strong defensive game to keep Kentucky
from getting easy shots. And he's also banking
on 7-foot senior center Felton Spencer to mix
things up a bit inside.
"They'll probably zone us, try to keep the
ball out of Felton's hands," he said. "They'll
maybe force us to take the outside shot."
Crum said Kentucky and Louisville have a
similar press, but the Rick Pitino style of shooting treys may force him to change Louisville's
defense.
"It's obviously going to be different playing
against a team that does things the way they
do," he said. "With a team like that, you can't

just guard one man, you've got to guard them
all."
The Cardinals are shooting about 50.9 percent
from the field, compared with Kentucky's 43.1
percent. Opponents are averaging around 43.2
percent against Louisville.
The series history dates back to 1913, when
the Wildcats beat Louisville 34-10. Lousiville
won last year's matchup 97-75, but Kentucky
has a 14-6 series advantage over the Cardinals.
Crum says he's looking forward to a fastpaced game, and he doesn't feel Pitino's presence on the other end of the court has changed
the rivalry.
"It doesn't seem to have changed anything,"
he said. "We try to beat every team, just the
way every team tries to beat us. That's the way
it's supposed to be."

NCAA dominated Kentucky sports in 1989
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports WM*?

LEXINGTON, Ky. — It turned
out to be the year of the NCAA in
Kentucky in 1989.
The NCAA's presence was felt
in how sports would and wouldn't
be played at the University of Kentucky and who could and wouldn't
have to play at the University of
Louisville.
The year-long probe of the Kentucky basketball program came to
an official end last May with sad
news for the school's devoted following: a three-year probation that
included two seasons without postseason play and a season with no
live television coverage.
There were some casualties during the entire matter as athletics
director Cliff Hagan and basketball
coach Eddie Sutton and his staff
resigned under pressure.
And seven months later it figured in the departure of UK President David Roselle, who complained that his baule to return
integrity to the tainted program had
hurt his mission to strengthen the
academic side of the institution.
The NCAA probe played a pan
in the hiring of C.M. Newton as the
school's athletic director, who was

charged with the responsibility of
running an honest and above-board
athletic program.
One of Newton's first decisions
was to name a coach to replace
Sutton, and after courting Arizona's Lute Olson and Seton Hall's
P.J. Carlesimo, he was able to land
his first choice, Rick Pitino of the
New York Knicks.
One of Pitino's first admonitions
was for boosters to keep away from
his players.
It wasn't all bad news from the
NCAA.
Former UK football star Dec
Smith was granted eligibility to
play at Louisville after sitting out
several games. His appeal to the
NCAA was aided by an vigorous
plea from Louisville coach Howard
Schnellenberger and a letter from
UK coach Jerry Claiborne.
And the NCAA allowed Allan
Houston, the state's Mr. Basketball, to leave Louisville and play
for his father, Wade, the new coach
at Tennessee.
The NCAA will again be heard
in 1990 when it makes judgment on
a possible basketball recruiting
infraction by Louisville coach Denny Crum.
Crum admitted meeting the
mother of recruit Dwayne Morton

of Louisville Central two days
before the start of the early signing
period in November. Morton had
narrowed his choices to Louisville
and Kentucky.
Perhaps the saddest note of the
year was the death of thoroughbred
racing legend Secretariat in October. "Big Red" had captured the
imagination of the nation when he
scored an impressive Triple Crown
sweep in 1973.
Besides Sutton, there were several other departures from the coaching ranks as Claiborne stepped
down at Kentucky after eight seasons, Bill Baldridge resigned at
Morehead State for health reasons
and Western Kentucky's Dave
Roberts headed to Northeast
Louisiana.
Max Good was fired as Eastern
Kentucky's basketball coach in
March and was replaced by former
Virginia Commonwealth and Kentucky Wesleyan coach Mike Pollio.
Eastern Kentucky football coach
Roy Kidd registered his 200th
career victory in guiding the Colonels to a Division I-AA playoff
berth for the 10th time in 11 years.
Louisville All-American Pervis
Ellison was the No.1 pick in the
NBA draft in June, but a foot
injury has forced him to the

sidelines.
In racing, Kentucky Derby winner Sunday Silence silenced many
critics by winning the Breeders'
Cup Classic over Easy Goer in
November.
Sensational filly Peace Corps
turned back the boys to capture the
Kentucky Futurity, the third jewel
of trotting's Triple Crown, at The
Red Mile.
On the high school front, Louisville Pleasure Ridge Park rolled to
the boys' state basketball championship while Clay County reigned
supreme among the girls' teams.
Pikeville won a unprecedented
third straight football title in Class
A. Other champions were Danville
in AA, Fort Thomas Highlands in
AAA and Louisville Trinity in
AAAA.
Laurel County girls' basketball
coach Roy Bowling retired after an
illustrious 15-year career that saw
his teams win four state
championships.
Louisville Southern's Lisa Harrison, rated the nation's top prep
female basketball player, was
named Miss Basketball.
The AP male and female high
school athletes of the year were
Louisville Trinity quarterback Jeff
Brohm and Harrison.
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Chucky Mullins gets Christmas wish in Ole Miss win
MEMPHIS, Tenn.

(AP) —

Chucky Mullins got his wish — and then

— was

a factor.

being paralyzed while making a tackle two
months ago, Mullins wanted to see his Mississippi
teammates play in the
Liberty

Bowl against Air Force Thursday

night.

He had plenty to cheer
about. Ole Miss scored on its first
two
and led 28-9 at the half.

His doctors made him leave after the halftime show
because he was
tired, but by that time Ole Miss was well on the way
to a 42-29 victory
over the Falcons. It was a result that brightened the
outlook of the former
defensive

sions

After the first Ole Miss touchdo
wn, he turned to
like it."

back.

And

"
There was a certain glow about him when they took
him back. And
before he left, he asked me to tell Coach (Billy) Brewer
'
Keep it up,"'
Ole Miss assistant athletic director Langston
Rogers said.
Mullins, a red-shirt freshman, broke four vertebra
e in his spine as he
attempted to break up a pass against Vanderbilt on
Oct. 28. He is paralyzed from the neck down, arid doctors say there
is little chance of
recovery.
Wearing a red stocking hat and a white Ole Miss
jersey bearing his No.
38, Mullins was brought into the Rebels' locker
room and then to the
edge of the field before the game.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
record

scored from

the 2-yard line to finish the first drive
of the evening.
"
Our line was awesome,
" Gray said."I couldn
'
t ask
to wind up my career at Tech.
"

for a better way

"
'
I m very tired. It wasn't as easy
as it seemed,
"said Gray, who carried 33 times. "I'm going to go
take a shower,

probably eat a steak or

E.

surrender the Duke

whether he would
coaching job in favor of the head job
at Florida, where as a quarterback
won the Heisman Trophy in 1966.

E

he

Earlier, DeBerry had said meeting Mullins and seeing
his courage w
the highlight of his trip to the bowl game. The coach
and six cadets vi
ited Mullins on Christmas, and the Air Force players
took up a

"
I have said all along that we
're not here to talk about what I'm
going
to do,
"he said after the game."There will
be plenty of
few days.
"

collection

$1,035 for the Chucky

James Gray made his statement —
a
wasn
'
t ready to make his.

something and go to bed."
Spurrier again declined to say

"
I told him '
I m glad he's here and we're pulling for him. I
said,'
God
bless you, Chucky,
'" DeBerry said.

that netted

(AP) —

but Steve Spurrier

Gray said
ing the Red Raiders' running game to 349 yards. Duke got the after pacsame number of yards passing but Tech controlled the game from the
time Gray

saw a tear in Chucky's eye and I had one myself,
" said Carver
Phillips, Mullins
'guardian who has been at the player
'
s side nearly every
day since the accident.
the Ole Miss locker room

—

Gray scored four touchdowns
in helping 24th-ranked Texas Tech control the ball for more than 41
minutes in a 49-21 victory over
No. 20
Duke in the All American Bowl
Thursday night.
"I had no idea we would have
a game like this,
"

"I

visited

280 yards

time to do that in

a

Mullins
' Fund.

THURSDAY'S GAMES
Girl
E Cana 50 Lawrence Co 46
Bishop Brassier, 58 Campbell Co 55
Erangter Lloyd 62 VII. litsdonna /6
Bards bethishorn Clark (SF)
ROW East 53 Bards Bethlehem 46
• Hardon 60, Green Co 48
LON Bryan Station 51, Todd Cant 47 (LB)
Bost st the US.
Sefton Co 67, Woodlawn, Ala 37
Burger King Christmas Classic (lit)
Lou Doss 57, Auburndale, FM. 14
Cow. Scat Christmas Round-Rails
St Henry 61, Carrot Co 39
Coy Holy Cm' 17. Meson Co 42
Coy Scot 67, Pendleton Co 65
Druthers• Holiday Casale (lei)
Caldwell Co 61, Dawson Springs 37
%Stand 45, webeier Co 42
Hanson CO. awl.
Pane 60 Lao Tates Creak 30
Lady Bluebird Invitational
Boone Co 70 Ono McAuley 39
Dude Hoghts 41. Ft Thai Highlands 39
Lady reit. el the South
Ashland 66, Frankln-Simpson 61
Franklin Co , Tenn . 49, Trimble Co 45
Gaikrtn Tann la Lou Holy Cross 48
Otoo Cc 50 lo;ar. Co 48

was the most ever in Legion Field, which opened
in 1927 and has played host such runners as Bo Jackson, George
Rogers
and Bobby Humphrey. Gray, the nation
'
s No. 5 rusher with 1,509 yards,
added scoring runs of 54, 18 and 16
yards as Tech won its ninth game in
12
Gray
'
s rushing total

Since his injury, Rogers said, more than $630,00
0 has been contributed
to the fund that will be used for Mullins'long-term
care. Donations were
sought at the gate, as well, and Rogers said it would
be a couple days
before that money is counted.

starts. Duke finished 8-4.
Gray
'
s previous best rushing game was
234 against Arizona in the

Mullins watched the game from the press box as
a guest of Mayor Dick
Hackett.
Dr. Marvin Leventhal, one of the doctors who operate
d on Mullins, said
he is "doing well. He made the trip (from the hospital
) very well.
"
Leventhal said the weather — the temperature was in
the 50s at kickoff

season opener. The previous All American Bowl game record was
276 yards
by Texas A&M's Curtis Dickey in 1978.
The 70 points was also a record for the bowl, surpassing the 64
scored
by Air Force and Vanderbilt in 1982.

Future is now as Anderson drills 32 for Georgia Tech
By The Associated Press
When Kenny Anderson left New

York

City

Tech, he

to

enroll

was tagged

star. The future

in

a

Georgia

as a

future

is now.

-I just played
said

at

classic

as

case

of

mauled
the

18 assists Thursday

No.

14

Georgia

Pittsburgh

title

in

main

concern

was I

was

interested in just coming out and
playing for the team and working
my

The freshman had 32 points, 12
rebounds and

basketball tournament.

"My

hardest,
" Anderson said.

well,
" Anderson

understatement.

night

Classic

the

Tech

111-92 to

win

Kuppenheimer

Georgia Tech (8-0) is off to its
best start since the 1962-63 season
when the
first

11

Yellow Jackets won

Oliver said. "He scored, he
rebounded and he made some wonderful passes that kept us in it."
Pitt coach Paul Evans said his
team was tired after Wednesday
night's opening-round victory in
the tournament.

their

games.

"I think Kenny Anderson had a
great game because he played all
the way around,
" teammate Brian

"I think Tech knew we would be
out of gas after last night, and they
took advantage of that," Evans
said. "When we play two nights in
a row, it really kills us, and we just

couldn't compete the way we
should have tonight."
In other games involving ranked
teams, No. 1 Syracuse defeated
Lafayette 85-64, No. 5 Michigan
defeated Northern Michigan
102-74, No. 10 Indiana defeated
Texas A&M 94-66, No. 13 Duke
beat Drake 101-77 in the first
round of the Rainbow Classic in
Honolulu, No. 20 La Salle defeated
Florida 76-69, and No. 21 Arizona
defeated Penn State 74-55.

five, early in the second
period on
bucket from Jason Joseph
and
two Cheaney tree tnrows, out a

a

17-3 Hopkinsville run gave Hoptown

the lead

for good.

Murray drew

within five thanks

to two scores from Brian Sowerby,
but a score from John Hallmark at
the

horn

gave

Hoptown

a 44-38

halftime lead.
Murray
second

turnovers

early

half enabled

in

the

Hopkinsville

to score the first six of the third
period, and Hoptown held off any
Tiger charges in the second
taking

a

15-point

lead

half,

into

the
fourth '
quarter. Murray could draw

no closer the balance of the game,
in part because of 9-of-32 shooting
in the second half.
For the game, Murray connected
on just 37 percent of their attempts,
hitting 21 times on 57 tries, while
Hopkinsville found the goal 52 percent of the time on 35-of-67
shooting.
The Tigers also turned the ball
over 20 times, something that
didn't happen in their 7-0 start.
"We didn't do a very good job of
executing,
" Miller admitted.
"There
'
s a lot of things we need to
work on. When we got good
shots,
we couldn't get them to go in,
and
Hopkinsville

is

a

very

talented

used some new faces to
offset the loss of Walls, and is hoping they will develop in the new
year as the Tigers search for depth.
"We're going to have to have
them," Miller said. "And they are
going to have to get better."
Cheaney, who set a school and
tournament scoring record earlier
this season at the St. Mary Tournament, was once again on his game.
scoring and drawing fouls on penetration, and hitting 3-pointers from
outside.
"He's a great player. He executed real well for us tonight,"
Miller said. "But we need to have

104.

• • •
MURRAY

19

Warren East 56. Barren Co 38
Wise Co, Tenn 81. E Kaman 44
lininesturg 51, Columba Com. Twin, 42
Ladylackiet Classic (let)
Miamisburg 70. Woolson South 29
Lekeliend art
Lou Fairdals 50. Hawes Cay Fl 16
Lou. Male Haney Classic Inv".
Elkhorn City 61, Lee Henry Cury SO
Oeeham Co. 56. Lou Male 31
Pinellas Park. Fl., 58 Maya Co 35
Sheldon C•nt 54 Lou Macy 47
LiwievIlle Heiken Jamboures
Assommelon 67 Num% 54
Dorton
62,
Lou
S•n•ca
45
Jtelarsonlown 44 Lou Sacred Heart 42 OT
Lou Hob Rosary 63, Bockhorn 57
Lou Macy 72. Rawl 48
Lou. Trteilty Jembourse
Presentation 70 Lou Arrive:in 67
Ninth & 0 Holiday Taunt,
SW Christen 42 Beni Nivion 35
Ninth & 0 18. Portend CFI' 20
Madison Cent, Holiday Classic
Gay Co 56 Lex Lafayette 43
Madison Cant 57 Western Mee 42
Richmond Holiday Cloak (1st)
Clerk Co 65 Cotten 27
Laura Co 71 Woottort Co 43

Kuppentiamer Cleell1C

SOUTH
Jacksonville 102, ttiweila 73
SW Louisiana
Appalachian St 96
Yale 74 Fla ImanatIonal 63
MIDWEST
Bowing Gran 62. Butler 54
Mchigan 102, N Michigan 74
Ma -Gruen Bey 60. Chcago St 39
SOUTHWEST
Texas Christen 64, Prime Vas 59
FAR WEST
Long Balch St 89. Horst' 69
Montana St
7)
taw Memo St 97, Texas Scothan 76
Richmond 95, S Utah 11.3
San )ago 72.
Kentudry 66
Southern Cal 92, Cant Connecta" St 68
Utah St 79. Utah 77
Washington 80 MST Ohio 64
Winthrop 80. U S Inter/atonal 76
TOUF1NAMEIITS
Blue Angels Classic
First Round
Aulkon 75. Navy 61
S Missisampi 78. Bucknai 71
Far Wee. Casino
First Round
lino* St 76, NC Clarions 69
Oregon 77. Northeastern 74
Fasts Bawl Classic
First Round
Anzona 74. Penn St. 55
Purdy* 66 Waite Forest 52
Hoosier Classic
Championship
Incliana 94, Texas A&M 66
Third Placa
Viichta St 75 Loyola 1 59

some other people step up. We had
entirely too many mistakes
tonight."
The Tigers will return to action
Saturday night in the consolation
bracket championship game. Tipoff
will be at 6 p.m. at Christian County High School.
38

5468
HOPKINSVILLE
18 44
91
Murray (68) — Cheaney 35, Gordon 8.69Crum
8, Sowerby 7, Danner 5, Raybum 3, Joseph 2,
Johnson, Whitaker, Bailey Totals FG 21-57. FT
22-32, 20 turnovers. 22 rebounds (Joseph 7).
Hopkinsville (91) — Evans 27, Jones 17.
Smith 12, Hallmark 7, Gray 7, W. Lewis
6, Co)
born 6, IA Lewis 3, Bell 2, Trogden Sebreee
2, Hardy, Joiner, Totals FG 35-67, FT2.18-25,
24
turnovers, 26 rebounds
Records — Murray 7-1, Hopkinsville 4-1

W1Hee1459 Cleat
Lou Swaim 74. Wheeling Pan 57

Lafayette 64

W

Miller

(SF)

EAST

Syracuse 65

112, Western St .Cob

team.
"

Gernorwore Timms (Fie.)
Andrew Jackson 77 Todd Cant 65
Lail Oakley (SC ) Taus.
Chnstan AC.O0 OS Andress Aced 4)
I..rOO CO. Round Raba
Prestonsburg 80 Fontana Si
Lyon Co I. Gresrmla 61
Mustang Heriney Cases
Lou Hob Cross 62 Cos Cathoic 60
N Bulls 124 Highvlovr Batas 113 (coned
Na. Richmond, Ohio, Rows Classic
Samna 101 Manchester Orso 71
Nat Richmond OW 76 Augusia 64
Deriensbers knit. (SF)
Cerranboro Cathok 67, COM,* City 66
10090 85 Henderson Co 61
Peppier Bluff Showdown
Lou Brant 68 Cars., Al 75
McClellan Ark 62, Lou Has 57
lillevie NC.W. Lou Farber 65 (Ian
Raleign News & Obearnew Town (let)
Mame NC,82, Lou Fares* 65
SOvr88 Bea Coal Clark lAppitischis. Vs)
Jam,. 63 DIOS Coats 61
SIMPACW CO. Chnstmas Taws.
luthow 68 Buan East 65
Werwe Ca. Nutters' Chess.
Ur* Harts 72. Monticaio 43 lconsol
Wayn• Co
74
Knox C•nt 67 ISF
Lou Shawnee 67 Clatanooga Baylor. Tenn . 58

basketball

College

Murray suffers first loss ...
(Coed from page 10)

basketball

THURSDAY'S GAMES
Bats
Campbell Co 78, Saar Grum 61
Chpay. Fl., 72, BM Co 14
irctlowel 72, bear L/r8O Ba
OM* CO IS Hazard 111 OT
Simon Kenton 58 Grant Co 51
Arby's Classic
Sanborn 65 Lou Butler 52
Ashland amt. Town.
City Co IS, Ft Thos Highlands 66
Elizabethtown 69 Lam* Co 57
Illosch Ball Classic
Lou. PRP 74, Archteshop Shaer La 71
'Own's.. Feistiest (SF)
Clark Co 72, Lei Taus Creek 57
la Henry Clay 91 Lei Crnoic 79
burger King Prep Shootow
Lou Central 111 Faysinatie Acad 42
Coed Fort Chreames Case. (le)
Bath Co 72, Nicholas Co 61
Bourbon Co III Morgan Co 79
Hamson Co 87, Les Co 51
Cumberland Fells Styli
Bowing Green 95 Jolaco, Tenn 64
Somerset 62 Conway SC, 70
Warren Cent 63 McCreary Cant 58
Dix:threes lalidey Classic
Henry Co U. Lou Fan Creak 64
Kona Classic
Logan Co 66 Han Co 61 OT (LB)
Lou Iroquois 76
Hanin 70
N Hardin 83, Lou 8408811 62 (W13.
)
W Heron 67 Cernobellewille 52 (Lel

Duke loses game, but still has coach

"
It
'
s time.
"

Mullins.

High school

says a lot about

his courage."

That was the Rebels
'theme in a surprising 7-4 season that at one time
them in the thick of the Southeastern Conference
race.
All the players in the packed dressing room erupted
with chants of

with

added, "It
'
s time.
"

Mullins
' visit inspired the Rebels.
"
He means so much to
this team. I think we saw that tonight,
" Brewer
said. "And I think the
game meant a lot to him. It was
something he
accomplished. He set it as a goal,
and he made it. That

saw

Air Force coach Fisher DeBerry

'I

Brewer said

Members of the Ole Miss defensive team came back
to the locker room
from the field, and greeted Mullins. He had a smile
for each of them.
Asked by Brewer if he wanted to say anything
to his teammates, Mullins responded softly: "It
'
s time.
"

before the game to speak

then

posses-

Phillips and said.
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'Neu; Office.
same good neighbor."
305 N. 12th
Like a good neighbor,
(Next To
State Farm Is there
Century 21)
Jane Rogers
State Farm insurance Companies
753-9627
Homo Ohio, altiominglon "moo

"
If we had had cold
temperatures from earlier in the
week, I don't
know if we would have
let him come. But he'
s been looking forward to
this.''

to a hospital since

DECEMBER 29. 1989

SCOREBOARD

some.
Confined

FRIDAY,

'
A.".
C l w"
Georg" Tech IIti
restiu rtigT 92
Third Place
Oklahoma St 84 180(oh•Od St 77
Mount Holiday Tournament
Finn Round
Mourn St Mary's ked 99 'raisers St *
Vial 62. Brown 59
Rainbow ClaseiC
Fir* Round
Duke 101. Drake 77
Cmonnat 60 Cnoi2511,11
Sugar Bowl Classic
Championship
La Sall* 76 Florida 69
Third Pace
Ohio St 74, New Onsane 66
Sun Carnival Classic
Firm Round
Kansas St 74. &Jan Posy 42
South Caroina 67. Texas-El Paso 64
Tempe Tribun• Holiday Invitational
First Round
Houston 82, Coastal Carolina 79
South Fionda 76 W Cartier*" 67
Texaco Star Gamic
Championship
Vietnam 57 San Dego St 52
Third Pace
Clemson 85 Niagara 65
Tribune Cbetem
First Round
Anzona St 92. Montanan 70
Georgia 65 Wisconsin 64
VUIC68 Chrism** C‘11104C
Championship
St Pears 83 Empona St 82
Third Place
Peak U 76 Haar -lib 6/

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627

Lakers even up record ...
(Coed from page 10)
your

best

Wall

noted. "People

happy
know

basketball

with

our

what our

Wall

noted

in

may

not

record, but

be
we

goals are.
"

two factors

are

at

work in the Lakers
'lack of consistency: a corresponding lack of confidence

and

certain

a

amount of

confusion.
"We
'
re

trying

to

do

several

things, and that may be confusing
them,
" Wall

noted. "At

times

tonight, we looked like a confused
team.
"
Wall

pointed

out

that

Kelly
'
s

lack of fourth-quarter scoring was
due to a change in strategy. With
Heath center Terry Jackson operating

with

four

fouls,

the

Lakers

wanted to bring the action inside
the block and try to draw the Jackson '
five.
'

the

ball

we were going to

inside,
" Wall

said.

off the

mark.
pointed

our

offense

over

out

that

Heath

deserved a large measure of credit

the

Jackson

for the closeness of the game. "I

will

face

(9-4) tonight without

picked

up

foul

No. 5, but Hart picked up the scoring slack by putting in nine of his

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

16 points during the fourth quarter.
The game was tied five times in

641 South
Murray
753 26 17

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine OM Parte

the final frame, with Jackson scoring from underneath for Heath with

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Sausage Egg
Biscuit
Country Ham
& Egg Biscuit

4:00 left to give the Pirates their
last lead, 53-53. A Cliff Curd free

at 2:47 tied the game, and
Curd took a Kelly dish-off underneath and dropped it in for a 55-53
lead forty seconds later.
Brian Barger scored for Heath,
but Hart connected on a lean-in
jumper to give the lead back to the
Lakers — who then let Matthew
Blackwell drive through the
throw

The Sale That Keeps Getting Bigger & Better.

Tilghmin

the senices

two, three

block."

never

L

oeconce sc'e

I
Calloway

times, and then get it to (David)
Hart on

Corn-Austin's Famous

BREAKFAST
SPECIAL

"Our first option — we wanted to
turn

Starting S°°1'

7

layup.

Wall

"We decided
get

was really impressed with Heath's of Mike Ruccio, who was ejected
intensity," Wall said. "They exe- along with Heath's Ron Townsley
cuted real well and gave us all for fighting. By KHSAA rules,
That set the stage for Carpenter'
s
kinds of problems."
each player must sit out their
game-winning baseline move and
Problems, Wall said, that the team's next game after such
score, which Wall said is exactly
Lakers can iron out. "We've reach- disqualifications.
what the Lakers need more of.
ed the point," the first-year coach
"That was a big-time move and a
• • •
said, "where we've been doing sevbig-time shot,
" he said.
CALLOWA
9 27 44 59
eral things, and what we need to do HEATH Y .
It wasn
't the end of the game,
13 28 43 57
Calloway (59) — Kelly 23, Hart 16, Cut 7,
now is to sit down and figure out
however. After Heath called time,
4, Rucco 4, Turner 3, Boyd 2
what's working best for us, and Carpenter
Heath (57) — Notes 23, MaSSay 11, Fellows
Carpenter came up with a steal —
9, Blackwell 6, Barger 5, Jackson 3, Townsley
work on that."
but the Lakers missed the front end
Wall said he isn't content with
of a 1 -plus- 1 with 12 seconds left.
his team's current operation,
but he
Heath set up and missed, with
also isn't condemning them. "In
Hart rebounding. Again Calloway
March, who remembers what you
was fouled and again missed their
do in December?" he asked.
chance to clinch the game, failing
"I'm not pleased; we certainly
at the start of the bonus with two
haven't reached our potential,"
seconds left. Heath rebounded but
Wall said. "But, as a coach, that
Chris Noles
motivates me to work even harder."
's desperation fling was
defense and score on a game-tying

January,
"

790
890

at** 411 411•4L.9-1.9,• 414i•

1989 S-10 Pick-Up
2 5 tour cylinder, 5 speed. air

s9 800w

LIMITED
TIME OFFER
MAYFIELD & MURRAY STORES ONLY

•8•11-111414.1 48•4L 8194.
1••• V

•

if

ri
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Church Directory
AIIIIIIMSTS

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 9 15 a m
Worship
Sat ii 00 a in

Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
506 Industrial Road
Murray, Ky. 42071

RUT
HIE
'S
OUNIVERSITY GULF

'BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 CIO a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER

s..1
idSchool
Warship
Church Training
Wednesday

Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray
753-5782

753-1411

CHARLIE'S
SAF - -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
-Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist 753.4175
flemilele At Whiteell (Across Frew Ledger & Times)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll rTireMICHEUN
•Certitied
•Custom Orders
•Supplies

753-2540

WAL•MART
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

701 Main St

753 5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.

Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 6 A.M.-9 P.M.
Flws. 641 N.
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS

Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15'. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Worship
10 45a in
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELL/OA SHIP
Worship
10 30 a.m
Bible School
9 30 a m
Evening Service
6 00 p m
,---rimie.

allEISTIAll WINCE
SIIIVICIS
Murray
01) a in
00a in
30 p in
00 p m

1

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Jimms Larrh nAner

501 N. 4th

753-6168

510 Main St. 753-2975

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVIC
E
Roy NIcKendree•Pharmacisl
Olympic Plaza
753.2380

1008 CHESTNUT

kntucky Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Franchisee

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N. 12th

RANDY THORNTON

Call In Orders 753-7101

Heating • Air Conditioning • Sheet Metal
Stirvice Through Knowicteig•
802 Chastnut
753-8181

D & W Auto Stipply
We Install Auto Glos,
Auto Paint Materior
Try Our COI Wash

112 11. 12th

Ohi0

753 4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
DEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

SERVICE CENTER

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service
Rudy Lovett—Owner
— 753-3571

s Points

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

•

10$ m
11 a m

00,
66014.;
Bridles to Britches
1 Mile East Hwy. 94 East

Itiespersoun

Murray, Ky.

759-4408

be
at

wil
ser
dir
arx

Seed Cleaning • Feed &Farm Supplies
435-4415

115

NAZARENE

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sonday School
9 30 a m
Morning Worship
10:30 am
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
Sunday School
930 a in
Worship
10:46 a...
Wednesday
7 p m
iriE NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH nF MURRAY
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. k 7 p.m
Wednesday
715 p in
759-9862
_

Ovi

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 • m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Worship 6 30 p in

P.rt

753-6656

804 Chestnut

1

Full Service Florist
110 N. 12th

11 a in & 6'30 pm

DEXTER

HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
10.1 rr.
Worship
11 a m & 6 p.m
Saturday
7p m
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Worship Servicell a.m. & 7 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2206 Coldwater Rd.
Sun Ser
10-11 a.m.-7:00 p.m

PIIIISIBYTIIIRIAII

s

for
vict
H

rUNEILA.L, 5-Eont8
Murray
753-4612

Yei
all
Ma
aco

Hazel
492-8758

SIRLOIN

Gre
moi
and

STOCKADE€

Ass

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

Tod
Ran
Rid
tam
Calt
Eva
Bea
be 1

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
NISSAN.PiCyhmryosule
41111.
t hr
D
pod
odge Truck *
AIS
604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

a.ni

felli

SPACE TIRE, INC..

Worship

waft
Ivo

'Firestone
1406 West Main

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9.30 a.in
10:45 a.in

car towline

759-1331

CABLE

Bel.Air
Center

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 CO a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
7 00 p in

will
at 1
Cc
Moi
and
Ass

VI51=N 753.54)5

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

NOP.TH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a in
Worship Service
11 00 a.m
OAK GROVE
S
Sunday School
10 005 in
Worship
Se rs.Ire 11 00 a rr A 7 i 41 p m

and
Sun
and
Rev
nhewlc

c.7unewl 3(orne, gnc.
will

04Miallsge4

MiirrtiN, KN.

MURRAY ELECTRIC
401 Olive SYSTEM 753-5312

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
NCORPOINTED

401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K. BECK
TELEPHONE
1

ADMINISTRATOR

SUN

th

Mar
10
Ricl
6

(502)753-1304

spe

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

'Gulf
ay MURRAY GULF

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182
Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
507 N. 12th
753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
Your Only Full Service
Chievron Station'

Calvin Clark — Owner
1417 Main

ill

II am & 7 pm

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10- 00 a.m
Worship Serv.
11.00-7.30 p.m.
LAKE•LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 00 a in
6 00 p in

408 N. 4th

'F

NAILER.

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a in

li orsh i p

in
Fl

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship
11 a m. & 7 p.m

TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.

IJ

753-1515

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

CALVARY'
TEM.P
nl &
L
'
Epm
Sunday School
10.00 Ertl

Worship
Hain & 7 prn
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m.
worxhin
10 30 a in & 7 p m
MMURRAYCHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6 p.m
TRINITY CIIRISTLAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.

Ma

of Murray

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Worship

A urship

out

Judy's

PIIIITICOIITAL

JONOVAII'll
WITNESSES

Chevron

1
be
sot

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.

IIPISCOPAL

753-5142

ROY'S

Come Visit Our Showroom At
£12 S 9th Street
753-5719
Open 8 a.m.-4.30 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Sacrament Meet
10 sm.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
11,20 sm.
Sunday School
10 00* m
Relief Society end
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Pr mthood
12_10
p.m.TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
II 00•in
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
WAYMEN CHAPEL
1620 W Main
AMIE CHURCH
Holy Eucharist
800 a.m.
Sunday School
10 00 a in
& man a.m.
Morning Service
11 00 a in
Church School
9:30 •.m.
Pastor William J Pratt
Daily Morning Prayer 8:00 a.m.

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

DISOUNT PHARMACY

THEATRES

alltIST Of LATTER
DAY SAINTS

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore

Thornton Tile and Marble

10 a rn
II am

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a in
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening
6 00 pm

amnia. Of Min

EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
7.30 a.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
HAZEL BAPTIST
Watchtower
10.30 a m
ALMO
Worship
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Lecture
11 00 a in
9 30 a in
Bible
School
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
Church Training
9- 50 a.m.
5 00 p m
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
6 00 p in
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10'50 a.m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Evening Worship
Sunday School
10 00 a in
6:00 p in.
Sunday School &
Worship Service
DEXTER
11 00 a m
Bible Class
9 30 a m
Evening Service
Morning Worship
5:30 p in
10.50$ m.
Worship
10'30 a in
Evening Worship
KIMSEY BAPTIST
6 00 p in.
Morning Worship
FRIENDSHIP
11:00 a.rn
Sunday School
Evening Worship
1000 a.m.
7:30 p m
Morning Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
BAPTIST
Bible Study
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
10.00 a.m.
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Service
Preaching
ry
10 45 a m.
11 00 a m &
Morning Wohip
Worship
9:30 a.m
Evening Worship
6'00 pm.
6:00 p.m .
Sunday School
10:30 a in
Wed Worship
Wednesoay Night
7 30 p IT.
700 p in.
2nd & Rh Sun Night 6:00 p in
HAZEL CHURCH
LOCUST GROVE
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
OF CHRIST
11:00 a m.
Sunday School
1000 a m
Bible Study
Evening Worship
7•00 p m.
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
10 50 a in.
lot & 3rd Sun Night 7:00 p m
Evening Worship
lot Sunday
6 00 p in
2'00 p in .
Mid-Week Worship
3rd Sunday
7 lop in
2 00 p mC
OLDW
ATER
HICKORY GROVE
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Worship
II am
CHURCH
Morning Worship
OF CHRIST
10.50 a.rn
Sunday School
10 a in
Sunday School
Evening Worship
9:30 a.m.
6 00 p in
Morning Worship
MOUNT HOREB
10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
FREEWILL BAPTIST
6:00 p.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
KIMSEY CHURCH
Sunday School
9: 30 a m
Worship Service
9:00
Worship
OF CHRIST
11 -00 a m
Sunday School
9:46
Sunday School
NEW MT CARIAEL
10 00 a m
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Morning Worship
MISSIONARY
10 50 a in
Sunday Schoot
10:00 a.m
Evening Worship
Mr riing Worship
11 loam
7p m
Worship
11 loam.
. 6:00 p m
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays
6 00 p m
FIRST METHODIST
MT OLIVE
NORTHSIDE
Worship
10:50 a m
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday
Evening Worship
School
10
00
a
m
7 lop.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a m
Morning Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
11 loam
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Evening Worship
Sunday School
6 00 p m
10:00•m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Preaching Sera.
11:00 •.m.
Church School
NEW CONCORD
10 00a in
Nightly Service
600 p.m.
Worship
Worship Service
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
11 00 a m
Bible
Evening
Classes
Ser
Wor.
9 a.m.
6:30 p in
OAK GROVE
Wednesday
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
7 p.m.
Worship
11 a.m: & 6:30 p.m
Sunday School
1100 a.in
Sunday School
NEW PROVIDENCE
10 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a in
Morning Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
1100 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Evening Worship
Sunday School
10:00
6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
10.00
a.rn
Preaching
PLEASAN
T VALLEY
11:00
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
Prayer Service
10 45 a.m.
5:30
KIRKSEY
UNITED
Evening Worship
Church
600
6 00 p m
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
SECOND STREET
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10 a.m.
10 45 a in
Nverung
Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m_
Worship
11 a.tri & 7 p.m.
6 00 o m
GLENDALE ROAD
SALEM BAPTIST
LYNN GROVE
CHUR0-1
CHRIST
01
Morning Worship
11.005.m.
Vdorship Service
9:46 a.m.
Wcralup
9 sm.
Evening Worship
7 15 p.m
Church School
10:46 a.m.
80:40 Seedy
10 .....m.
SCOTTS GROVE
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Evenmg
Wmship
6
p.m.
Worship Service
II IX)!LIT
Worship
hip Service
9: 30 a.m.
Wed. &OM Study
Evening Worship
6 lop in
7 pm
Sunday School
10 30• m.

allONEY6
OF MURRAY

MT CARMEL
Worship
Sunday School
MT_ HERRON
worship
Sunday School

MITNODIST

759-9995

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

CIIIIISTIAN

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m

LUTIIIRAN

Rt. 1, Murray

CENTRAL CENTER

CATIIOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p in
Sunday
900 a m
LEO'S
ST
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses 6 00 p m Sat
8 00 a m Sunday
ii 00• m Sunday

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 Ml• m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
UN IV E RSITY
Bible Classes
9 (S) a m
Worship
10 00 a in
6 00 pm
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7 00 p m

aeon= Of CORIST

Teacher

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
9 a.m.,
1050 •.m., 6 p.m.

Farmer Ave & 17th St .
Sunday
11
Sunday School
11
2nd Wed
7
RR 2nd Wed
12 043

753-1489 • 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

10 ems
am & 6 p en.
5 pm.
7 p.m

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Morning Worship
ii 00* in
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 005 m
Evening Services
6 00 pm
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 46• m
Morning Services
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6:30 p m
Sunday School
1000• m
Worship Service
11:00 a m
Sunday Night
1100 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11'00• M
Evening Worship
6:46 p in
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 a m & 7 p m
Church Training
6 00 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a in.
Morning Worship
11 00 a m.
Evening Worship
6 45 pm
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a m.
Morning Worship
10 45 a m.
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p m.

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

II

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evaning Worship
T 30 p m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Morning Worship
11:00• m.
Evening Worship
446 p m.
Training Inion
6:00 pm.
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
1130• m.
Sunday School
10 46 a in
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Worship
45 .p m
Event& ERSITY BAP6TIST
Sunday School
9 46 a m
Morning Worship
10:45 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m
Wednesday Mid-Week
Service
7 00 p m
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
II loam
Sunday Evening
6 00 pm
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p in

733-2393

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Comer of 299 & 464
Robert Tabors, Ownor
P.O. Box 6 Klricsey, Ky. 42054 489-2126

PicAtY
OPB1110H-FAL 21 ICORS A DAY; SAT. I SDK 7 AY40111(111
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

r

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP

S. 12th & Glendale
.11=10 1111•••

t•Taa

rm.

753-9164

COUPON •--n
—A —

Spaghetti
• & Garlic Bread

Central Shopping Center
711-2L
°
L71
6(14)
".•

759-4796

COUPON .—
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Center
of murray
''Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"
sper

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice
CARROLL VOLKSWAGENMAZDA, INC.
West Ky. Economy Car Center
ROO Chestnut St.
753-8850

CA LLOWA Y
MONUMENT WORKS
Quality Monuments & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers — Owner
1707 W. Mein

753-1042
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Churches list speakers, music for Sunday services

Various churches in Murray and
Darnell, David Taylor, Chuck Wil- at 10 am.
Cherry Corner Baptist
Reading Room will be open from SCrriptiut from II Corinthians 6:14
Calloway County have released
son, George Wilson, Murrell
Martin's Chapel
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pas12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday at 6 p.m. service. Jason Haley will
information concerning their serGoheen, E.C. Wallin, Gene RickUnited Methodist
tor, will speak at 11 am. arid 6 and Saturday.
vices on Sunday, Dec. 31, to the
lead the singing. Assisting will be
man, Tony Thompson, Webb CaldThe Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., p.m. services. Sunday School will
Murray Ledger & Times as
Tempk Hill
Kenneth Geurin, Danny Pittman,
well, Bobby Martin and Dan Davis. pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. serfollows:
United Methodist
Raybo Dunn, Larry Martin, Darrell
Bible classes will be at 9 am. and vice. Ralph Robertson will direct be at 10 am. and Church Training
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pasFirst United Methodist
W.T. Patterson, Rudy
a finger food supper and singing the music with Carmaleta Eldridge at 5 p.m.
Russell Chapel
tor,
will
speak
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham,
at
10
am.
Brawner
worship
will follow the evening service.
and
Barry Allbritten.
as pianist. Sunday School will be at
United Methodist
service. Sunday School will be at Bible Study will be at 9 a.m. and
pastor, will speak about "The PurElm Grove Baptist
1030 am.
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, 11 am.
pose of His Coming" with scripture
5:30 p.m.
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
Good Shepherd
will
speak at 9:45 a.m. service with
from Galatians 4:4-7 at 10:50 a.m.
Coldwat
er
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
United Methodist
Brooks Chapel
Red Woods as song leader and
service. The Chancel Choir will
United Methodist
services. Music will be directed by
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., Dorothy Brown as pianist.
United
Methodist
Sunday
The Rev. Sam Foreman, pastor,
sing an anthem,"He Is Born," with
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett pastor, will speak at 11 am.
The
Rev.
Don
serSchool
Barnett, pastor,
will
be
at
10:45
will
a.m.
speak
Kim Black as director and Joan
at
11 a.m. service. Don
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists. vice. Diana Tatlock will direct
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Sunthe
New
Mt.
Carmel
Wilson
Baptist
will
Bowker as organist. Church School
direct
the
music
with
Sunday School with Brooks Oswalt music with Margaret Kennedy and
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham, Jimmy Wilson as pianist. Ushers day School will be at 10 a.m. and a
will be at 9:45 a.m.
as director will be at 10 ant and Betty Poole as accompanists.
Watch Night service will be at 6
Goshen United Methodist
Church Training with Bill Outland day School will be at 10 a.m.,Sun- pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 will be Scott Haneline and Ronnie p.m. starting
and
with a potluck meal
p.m. services. Sunday School with
Wilson. Sunday School will be at
Mrs. Elaine Brewer will speak at
as director and Junior Choir at 6 UMYF at 5 p.m.
and
worship
from
7 p.m. to after
Russell
10 a.m. and UMYF at 5:30 p.m.
Moss as superintendent
11 a.m. service. Scott Coleman will
p.m.
Kirksey Baptist
midnight
will
be
a.m.
10
at
New
be lay assistant with Ronnie HutConcord
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
Christian Science
Church of Christ
son conducting children's church.
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist
and
Christian Science Society at
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
Eric Villaflor and Jamie Miller will
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Sunday School 6:30 p.m.
The Rev. Don Barneu, pastor,
will be at 1640 Farmer Ave. will have ser- about "Looking Forward —
be acolytes. Sunday School will be
services. Bill Halford, deacon of 10 a.m.
will speak at 9:30 a.m.
Not
vices at 11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 Looking Back" at 9:50 a.m service services. Sunday Schooland 6 p.m.
at 10 a.m.
the week, Bruce Thomas and Mike
will be at
Murray Baptist Mission
p.m. each second Wednesday. and about "Unequally Yoked" with
Hazel Baptist
Farmer, minister of education and
10:30 a.m.
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor,
The Rev. James Garland, pastor, youth, will assist. Rick Melson, will speak
at 2:45 p.m. service.
will speak at 11 am. and 6:30 p.m. minister of music, will direct the Bible
Study will be at 2 p.m.
services. Gene Orr Miller will
music with Margaret Wilkins and
Calvary Temple
direct the music with Oneida White Tonya Simmons as accompanists.
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
and Roger Hutson as accompanists. Tim Green will sing a solo at
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serSunday School with Joe B. Adams morning hour. Sunday School will
vices. A special New Year's Eve
as director will be at 9:45 a.m. and
be at 9:40 a.m.
service
will start at 9 p.m. Sunday
Church Training with Charles
Glendale Road
School
will be at 10 a.m.
Overcast as director will be at 5:30
Church of Christ
Ferguson Springs Baptist
p.m.
John Dale, minister, will speak
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor,
First Presbyterian
about "Previews of Coming Attrcwill
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerh- tions" with scripture from I CorintBy Abigail Van Buren
services. Bobby Beal will lead the
out, pastor, will speak about "Star
hians 4:1-2 at 9 a.m. service and
I
)EAR
ABBY:
I
hope
you
can
help
music
A
with
Fran
Everything you'll need to know about
fortuneBeal
teller
as
accompan- me and
wantssto read
of Hope" with scripture from
about "Forgetting What Is Behind" ist. Sunday
others with my problem. I your face.
plainting a weddingcan be found in Abby's
School
will
be
at
10
Matthew 2:2 at 10:45 a.m. service. with scripture from Philippians
am 22 years old,5 feet 1 and weigh
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
a.m.
You pray for a good prune-juice Send your name
Anne Lough will direcdt the music 3:12-14 at 4 p.m. service.
1:35
and address, plus check
pounds.
My
problem
is
the
size
Persons
or money order for 112.89($3.39 in Canada
Coldwater Baptist
my breasts. When I was 16 years harvest.
with Pat Bomba as organist. Assist- are asked to note the earlier
to: Dear Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box
evenThe Rev. George Culp, pastor, old, i went to a doctor to get surgery
'OLD-TIMER, 447,
ing will be Gene Geurin, David ing service. Jerry Bolls will
Mount Morris, 111. 61054.(Postage is
SANTA
direct
MARIA,
for
will
breast
CALIF.
speak at 11 a.m. service. Bobreduction. I went through
included.)
Fleming, Don Bleming and the the song service. Assisting will
be
by Manning will direct the music all of the embarrassment of having
`s,
O'Rourke family. Church School Jerry Ainley, Robbie Banker,
Kenwith Marge West and Jennifer Culp pictures taken and all sorts of docwill start at 9:30 a.m.
tors
and nurses talking about sizes.
ny Hoover, Jim Wilson, Bill Nix, as accompanists. Sunday
School It was very
Eastwood Baptist
upsetting — but I truly
Dal Barrett, Louis Douthitt, Fred
will
be
at
10
a.m.
and
a gospel wanted to have thissurgery.
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will Douglas, James Vaughan, Bobby
I bought
singing featuring The Joylanders books and read magazine articles
speak about "Some Things I Want Fike Jr., Keys Farris, Henry Armsto
will
be
from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
make sure I understood everything
for the New Year" at 11 a.m. ser- tong and Don Stewart. Bible clasSpring Creek Baptist
(such as where they would cut,where
vice and about "How You Can ses will be at 10 a.m.
the stitches would be, what probThe
Rev.
Terry
Powell,
pastor,
Have A Happy and Blessed New
Grace Baptist
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. lems might happen, etc.). I should
Year" at 6 p.m. service. Greg MayThe Rev. Terry Sills, director of services. Sunday School will
mention
I also, have scoliosis
be at and was that
all will direct.the music with April missions of Blood River Baptist
having
back problems —
10 a.m.
By James H. Cain
which I still am having.I was turned
Mack and Stephanie Treas as Association, will speak at 10:50
Lynn
Grove
down
by
my
insurance company for
accompanists. Rhonda Beam and a.m. and 6 p.m. services. John
United Methodist
cosmetic reasons.
Greg Mayall will sing solos at Smotherman will serve as deacon
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor,
I recently signed up for an aeromorning hour and Don Robinson of the week. Kyle Evans will direct
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. bics class. I had to quit earlier than
and Lisa Harrell at evening hour. the music. Dwane Jones and Susan
everyone else because
made
1. Knowing without doing is like plowing without sowing.
Assisting will be the Rev. Steve Jones will be accompanists. The Judy Kelso will be organist. Sun- my skin pull too hard,jumping
and I began to
day
School
will
be
at
10:30
a.m.
2.
There is just no evidence of common sense-just good sense
Todd, announcements, the Rev. Church Choir will sing "He Did It
hurt. Because I want to continue
St.
John's
Episcop
al
which
is not so common.
Randolph Allen, Bible reading, All For Me" at morning hour and
classes,I wentto a store to get
The first Sunday after Christmas these
3. Changed attitudes will change almost anything.
a
better
Rick Beam, prayer, and John Brit- "Redemption Draweth Nigh" at
bra.
I was absolutely in
will be observed with the Holy tears when the clerk told me
4. Husbands are like fires. They go out if unattended. Zsa Zsa
Lain, Jerry Conley, Bob Tanner, evening hour. Sunday School with
they did
Gabor.
Calvin Todd, James Beane, Brent James Rose as superintendent will Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m. Fr. not carry my size. I was thrown into
5. You can bear your own faults, and why not a fault in your
Evans, Max Dowdy and Tim be at 9:45 a.m. and Choir Rehear- Robert Ahler.ius will be celebrant a 34DD(the 34 was fine,the DD was
and preacher, assisted by Randy too small). I have worn this bra one
wife? Benjamin Franklin.
Beane, ushers. Sunday School will sal at 5:30 p.m.
Johnson and Frank Blodgett. Host day and already I have shoulder
6. Marriage is three parts love and seven parts forgiveness.
be at 10 a.m., Junior Church at 11
St. Leo's Catholic
families
will be R. Miller and cramps.
Langdon
Mitchell.
a.m., and candlelight service and
Abby, sometimes I get so deMasses will be at 6 p.m. Satur- Julian.
7. Only two things are necessary to keep one's wife happy.
fellowship at 7 p.m.
pressed I think of suicide. It's too
day, at 8 and 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
First Christian
One is to let her think she is having her way, and the other, to let
much for me. I am always very unSouth Pleasant Grove
Sunday, and at 10 a.m. Monday
Dr.
David
Roos, pastor, will comfortable,and at night I can'teven
her have it. Lyndon. B. Johnson.
United Methodist
with the Fr. Pete Sharkey S.J. as
The Rev. Bob Dotson, minister, minister. Assisting will be Chris speak about "They Call Them Wise lie on my back because there is too
much pain. I really can't afford to
will speak Froim Matthew 2:1-18 Paradise, Belinda Woods, Carl Persons!" with scripture from just
pay for this surgery.
Matthew
2:1-15
at
10:45
a.m.
serat 10:45 am. service. The Church Woods, Chris Woods, Victor
If
any person ever had a dream,
vice.
Debbie
Ferguso
will
n
sing
a
Choir will sing "Go Tell It on the Fromm, Lynn Fromm, Jim Stoud,
it's
me.
I've been waiting for six years
solo.
Assistin
g will be Marilyn now, and
Mountain" with Tommy Gaines Aaron Whitaker, Debbie D'Angelo,
I'm told in a year I might
and Vicki Crafton as accompanists. Frank Fazi, Larry Wheeler, Jean Stickler, Andy McKee!, John David have my answer. It is very hard for
Assisting will be UMY members Holloway, Eleanor D'Angelo, Dick Poynor,_ Marie Forrester, Barbara me to wait one more year. Every day
and Donna and Ronnie Jackson. Fotsch, Chris and Joey Woods, Pursley, Clegg Austin, Dan I get more and more depressed.
Please help me with some advice or
Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m. Carole Holcomb, Helene Celan°, McKeel, Jim Boone, Lynn Grif- just
some cheering up Thank you.
fiths,
Benny
Maddox
,
Scott
Marand a potluck luncheon in honor of Lorene Celano, Frank Morris,
NEEDS HELP
vin,
Mike Ridley, Judy Lyle and
Rev. Dotson on his retirement at 12 Mildred Morris, Don Burke, Teresa
IN PENNSYLVANIA
Krista
Crass.
Sunday
School
will
noon . No evening service will be Burke, John Clark, Marie
Clark be at 9:30 am.
held.
DEAR NEEDS:From your deand Carol Doyle.
West Fork Baptist
scription of your physical probPoplar Spring Baptist
Immanuel Lutheran
The Sale That Keeps Getting Bigger & Better.
The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor, lems,what you desire is not cosThe Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor,
The Rev. Clarence Helmich, pas- will speak at 11
metic
surgery
.
is
It
vital
for
am.
reaand
6
p.m.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. tor, will speak at 10:30
a.m. ser- services. Alvin Usrey will direct
services. Terry Byerly will direct vice. Jenny Lossner will be
organ- the music with Janet Arnold and sons of physical and mental
the music. Sunday School with ist. Sunday School with
health. Ask your orthopedist to
Marty Futrell as director will be at Milbrath as superintendent Joyce Mary Geurin as accompanists. Sun- prescribe the surgery to relieve
will be day School with Phillip Bazzell as some
10 am. and Church Training with
of the pressure on your
This
at 9:30 am.
director will be at 10 am.
back — and a mental health
Rickey Stewart as director will be
Weeks
Oak Grove Baptist
professional to write the insurFirst Baptist
v
6 p.m.
The Rev. Scott Bivms, pastor,
Special
ance
company about the depresDr.
Greg
Earwood
,
pastor,
will
Westside Baptist
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. speak about at 10:45
sion
you
have
suffere
d
due
to
the
am. and 4
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will services. Jimmy Key will
direct the p.m. services. Persons are asked to physical pain. Definitely try
Large Bar-B-Q
speak about "Ye Have Not Passed
again.
music with Jennifer Downey as note the change in time for
Sandwich & French Fries
evening
This Way" with scripture from
pianist. Sunday School with Dan service. Glen Grogan, deacon
of
Joshua 3 at 10:50 a.m. service. A
Billington as superintendent will be the week, and G.T. Moody
$259
will
New Year's Eve theme will be at 6 at 10 LIM
assist. Dr. Ray P. Moore will direct
DEAR ABBY: You're getting old
p.m. service. Tommy Scott will
New Life
the music with Joyce Herndon and when:
direct the music with Patsy Neale
Special Good Thru Dec
Christian Center
You know all the answers but
Tamara
Outland as accompanists.
30
and Susie Scott as accompanists.
The Mark Welch, pastor, will
nobody asks you any questions.
The Church Choir will sing "Good- speak at 10:45 am. service. The The Sanctuary Choir will sing
You get winded playing checkers.
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good
bye World Goodbye" and Beverly Rev. Karen Welch will direct the "Another Year Is Dawning" and
Food.
You
need a fire permit to light all
Margery
Shown
will
sing
a
solo,
of your birthday candles and you
Stephens and Lu Fanner will sing a music. Men's prayer breakfast will
"Gesu Bambino," at morning hour. need oxygen after blowing out the
duet at 10:50. Sunday School will be at 8 am. and Sunday School
at Scottie Rice will sing a solo, candles.
Chestnut St.
Murray
753-0045
be at 9:30 a.m.
9:30 am.
"Didn't He Shine," and John DailYou order Geritol on the rocks.
Flint Baptist
Palestine United Methodist
You sink your teeth into a thick
ey, pianist, will play "Silent Night!
The Rev. Lester Butler, pastor,
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, Holy Night! for the offertory. Sun- steak and they stay there.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. will speak at 11 am. service. Stan- day
You feel like the morning after
School will be at 9:30 am.
services. Sunday School will be at ley Duncan and Mary Conner will
and you haven't been anywhere.
Kirksey
United
Methodist
You stop to think
10 a.m.
direct the song service with Faye
Dr. Charles Morris, pastor, will forget to start again.and sometimes
University
Murray's Only =3.000 and Under Lot I
Childress as pianist. Sunday School speak at 11 am. and 6 p.m. sersit down in a rocking chair
Church of Christ
with Jimmy Burkeen as director vices. His morning topic will be andYou
300
South 4th
can't
get it started.
753-95861
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
will be at 10 a.m.
You don't need an alarm clock to
"In the Beginning" with scripture
speak at 10 am. and 6 p.m. serMurray Church of God
from John 1:1-18. Ron Pace will get up with the chickens.
vices. Ernie Bailey will direct the
Dale Robison, pastor, will speak direct the mnusic with Clarice
Your pacemaker opens the gasong service. Assisting will be at 11 am. and 6 p.m. services at Norswor
Free Fill Up with Purchase
rage
door whenever a cute gal goes
Wayne Williams, Blake Kelley, building at Sycamore and South pianists.thy and Jeannie Morris as by.
1985
Datsun
Tru:k
Sunday School will be at
'2,900 Owner - Donnie Winchester
Theonly whistles you get are from
Vernon Gantt, Jimmy Ford, Jim
15th Streets. Sunday School will be 10 am.
minor, 50,000 miss
a tea kettle.
1984 Cut Cerra BO)
$2,500 1980 F1a143000 miss
11,100

Woman With Big
Breasts Is Sick of
Bearing Burden

De

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
- SCRAPBOOK

Starting S°°n

A

Corn-Austin's Famous

TJ's Bar B-CI & Burgers

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

Year End Clearance Sale
i owner

1985 Mustang

20043.75'

$2,950 1984 Chevy Monte Cario-h•d .'3,000

Moo

OFF
REG.

PRICES

STOREWIDE

1965 Dodge Charier ow miss '2,900 1984 Chevy Truck v44.
1985 Ford Escort Wagon .......'1,600 1967 Ford Galaztel wino

Visit Murray's Pier 1

AFTER CHRISTMAS CLEARANCE SALE
. . .Now In Progress. Storewide Sale Ends Saturday At 500 p.m.
Closed Sun., Dec. 31st & Mon.. Jan. 1st -

1985 Chevy Spectrum Rod100 1976 Ford Granada
'2,500 1975 Chevy Siveracti Truck

1978 Firebird stun,

'3,000
'500
1450
'1,100

Happy Maw Year!

1205 B Chestnut St. • Murray. Hy. • 753-1851 •

Ild-r 9:00-6:00
Set. 9:00-6:00
Sim 100-600

1980 Omega Brti -Low

A

iscove

1981 Monte Cat

miss

$1,200

1975 Ford Truck mai

'1,500 1961 Foil Escori-Looded

'1,800
'2300

f'

f
I
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Market will determine layoffs at Corvette plant
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— The market will determine if
layoffs affecting 910 workers at
General Motors' Corvette plant
here will be extended, a company
official said.
"We're extremely optimistic
here," said Ralph Kramer, public
relations director at GM's Chevrolet division in Detroit. "But the
market will determine what we do
from an assembly standpoint The
outlook for Corvette is very
bright"
GM announced this week it will
cut 3,200 production jobs at three

mid-size car plants in February and
March. Those workers will be
added to the layoff list of 75,000
employees at 28 plants announced
last week. That figure included the
employees at the Bowling Green
plant. Workers at the 28 plants are
scheduled to return to wort Jan.
22.
Kramer said he could not comment specifically on the Corvette
layoffs. But he said Corvette, like
other GM lines, depends on
whether the market picks back up.
"What would affect the production schedule has to do with

orders," Kramer said. "GM does
not build a single car without that
being ordered by dealers."
He said the current slump in
Corvette sales could be the aftereffects of a rise in September and
October sales. Sales of the sports
car average 2,000 a month. Kramer
said. In those months, nearly 3,000
cars were sold, he said.
"What we're seeing now is the
downside; people who would normally be in the market for a new
Corvette now have already bought
one," he said.

Livestock farmers lost $75,000 to recent cold weather
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Livestock farmers in southcentral Kentucky have lost about
$75,000 in cattle and pigs that
froze to death in record-low temperatures this month or drowned
after falling into icy ponds.
Warren County acting Extension
Agent John Swack said although
some farmers have lost cattle, the
problem is not widespread.
"Some farmers who lost cattle
weren't prepared for the real cold
weather," he said. "But unless the
livestock fell through ice, they

could make it"
Swack said livestock can normally withstand the cold weather
with extra food and water.
Dr. Charles Hatcher, a Logan
County veterinarian, said there has
been drastic loss of livestock in the
county. "Five and 10 head of cattle
would fall through a ice covered
pond at one time," he said.
"Livestock deaths are 200 percent
up over last year already."
Hatcher said additional livestock
problems may appear with warmer
temperatures.

"A big aftershock of respiratory
disease in livestock might appear
during the thaw," he said.
Barren County Extension Agent
Gary Tilghman said there have
been some reports of livestock
death.
Tilghman also said the warmer
temperatures will cause more problems than the arctic weather.
"Farm ponds that were frozen
will thaw out and break through
more easily. Farmers should try to
keep livestock away from them,"
he said.

Court reappoints women;judge may change their jobs
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
McCracken Fiscal Court reappointed two women who incoming Judge-Executive Gary Hovekamp said he would fire to new
jobs Thursday.
Hovekamp said he was planning

to replace both women when he
took office next week.
"It's a new judge's perogative to
hire whoever he wants," said current Judge John Harris said. "It's
the present judge's perogative, with
the court's approval, to make the

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two
commonwealth's attorneys have
been appointed in central and western Kentucky and a director of the
Kentucky Lottery was reappointed,
according to orders released by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's office
Thursday.
Thomas L. Lockridge was
appointed commonwealth's attorney for Jessamine, Lincoln and
Garrard counties, succeeding Harlan Veal Jr., who resigned. Lockridge had been assistant commonwealth's attorney.
A Paducah attorney, Thomas L.
Osborne, was appointed commonwealth's attorney for McCracken
County, succeeding Mark Bryant,
who resigned.
Wilkinson reappointed Charleen
F. Vater, a Florence car dealer, to
the lottery board, for a term expiring Nov. 28, 1993.
Executive orders for the appointments were dated Tuesday.
Also released Thursday were
orders reappointing three directors
of the Kentucky Center for the Arts

in Louisville: James Patterson, D.
Paul Alagia and Jefferson County
School Superintendent Donald W.
Ingwerson.
Their terms are to expire April
29, 1993.

appointments."
Although both women will be
staying, one will be taking a cut in
pay.
Ann Johnston, deputy county
judge for 29 years, will move to
the treasurer's office where she
will take the position of auditor
and purchasing agent. Her salary
will remain the same — about
$29,000 a year.
Carolyn Runge, secretary to Harris, will take a pay cut of about
$3,300 when she is transferred to
the tax administrator's office as a
clerk. Runge, who has been a county employee for 15 years, will have
a salary of $13,650 a year.

Coping with severe food allergies
DEAR DR GOTT. My 22-year-old
son has developed severe food allergies. Is there any cure? He suffers Intense itching of the arms and neck.
Antihistamines cause extreme stomach irritation, and his allergist indicates nothing can be done. Help!
DEAR READER: For unknown
reasons, some people become allergic
to certain foods. In most cases, the allergy causes itching, rash, headache
and diarrhea. In other cases, however,
the reaction can be quite extreme:
Anaphylactic (allergic)shock, leading
to respiratory arrest and death. Nuts
and shellfish are especially notorious
as factors in this reaction.
The most satisfactory solution to
food allergies is to avoid the food in
question. Antihistamines will some,mes reverse an allergic reaction if
.aken soon enough, but, in severe
cases, epinepherine (adrenalin) or intravenous cortisone may be necessary to save a patient's life. To my
knowledge, desensitization injections
are not particularly effective.
I have three suggestions for your
son_ He should:
• Follow the allergist's advice. If
the specialist has thrown up his hands,
obtain a referral to an allergy clinic
at a teaching hospital.
• Avoid foods that cause a reaction.
• Ask the doctor to prescribe a beesting kit, containing a chewable antihistamine and a pre-loaded syringe
with epinepherine. Your son should
learn how to self-administer the medication, carry the kit with him and not
hesitate to use it if he finds he is experiencing an acute allergic reaction to
something he has eaten.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 65-yearold female with chronic lymphatic
leukemia. I was advised by my doctor
that there is no known cause or cure
and not to be alarmed, but I'm definitely worried in spite of what he
says. Could you, in your inimitable
style, elaborate?
DEAR READER:Thank you for the
compliment.
Chronic lymphatic leukemia is not
as frightening as it sounds. In fact, I
don't regard it as literally leukemia"; it doesn't behave the same way
other leukemias do. The word "leukemia" is, to most people, synonymous
with "cancer" of the blood: a danger-

ous malignancy leading to early
death.
Ttus is not true of chronic lymphatic leukemia, a condition characterized by an overproduction of lymphocytes, small white blood cells that are
part of the immune system. The cells
themselves appear normal and cause
no harm — unless they are produced
in quantities sufficient to thicken the
blood and make it circulate too
slowly.
Therefore, people with chronic
lymphatic leukemia are usually
checked by their doctors at periodic
intervals. When their lymphocyte
counts reach dangerously high levels,
usually about 75,000 cells/cubic milliliter of blood (normal is about 5,000),
the patients are treated with medicine — such as chlorambucil — to reduce the count.
Chronic lymphatic leukemia is of-

ten associated with anemia, a bleeding tendency and susceptibility to infection These complications are
treated with transfusions and antibiotics. However, most patients have no
symptoms for many years.
Your doctor was correct in advising
you not to be alarmed Follow his or
her advice; you will not need treatment until you have symptoms
(5) 19119 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Dr. C. C. Lowry
will be back
in his office
Tuesday,
Jan. 2, 1990
IF IT'5 A 916 ONE, AND I MAVE
TO RUN, I WANT A 6000
NEAP START...

TRE. Ww\t;'00 PEOPLE
WERE. WRONG IT IS
P0551E,LE. FOR IAR.
NAVE.lt)0 tAtICA 5.00(4

Unemployment
rate inches
upward in state
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment rate
inched upward to 5.2 percent in
November, matching the national
jobless rate for the first time in
nearly a decade, the Cabinet for
Human Resources said Thursday.
Declines in farm jobs, construction employment, self-employed
and domestic workers were cited in
the cabinet's monthly report of
labor trends.
The state rate was 5.1 percent in
October and 6.5 percent in November 1988. The national rate rose to
5.2 from 5.0 in October.
Kentucky's rate had been higher
than the national jobless rate in
every month since December 1979,
when both were at 5.7 percent, the
cabinet said in a news release.
The cabinet's monthly survey of
employers showed 9,700 fewer
farm jobs from October to November, which the cabinet's labor
market analyst, Ed Blackwell, said
is normal in winter.
Construction employment
declined by 2,200 jobs and there
were 2,600 fewer reported workers
among the self-employed, domestic
workers and people working in
family businesses.
Trade employers reported 4,300
more jobs in November, reflecting
holiday hiring by grocery stores,
department and clothing stores.
Service employment rose by
1,000 jobs, and there were smaller
gains in coal mining, education,
federal hiring and the category of
transportation, communication and
utilities.
The U.S. Department of Labor
ellimated that 1,669,900 Kentuckians were working in November, a
gain of 44,100 from October. An
estimated 91,100 people — 3,500
more than in October — were
unemployed.
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10 Period of
time
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16 Soak up
18 Play parts
20 One leg on
each side
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Successful purchaser shall be responsible for payment
of 1988 and 1989 real
property taxes, penalties and interest and any taxes or
assessments as may arise
hereafter.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until
paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these
terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
To all interested citizens of Calloway
County, Kentucky. A public hearing will be
held on January 8, 1990 at 9 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber ofCommerce office. The purpose of this hearing is
to review a proposed application for Community Development Block Grantfunds and
to solicit public comments.
A copy of the CDBG application will be on
file in the Chamber of Commerce office for
citizen review and comment during business
hours from December 29, 1989 through
January 8,1990.Commentson the proposed
application may be submitted to the attention ofthe Judge/Executive until January 8,
1990.

Unless still in School
or
College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753.4199

C2)

020

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

'fret local claim sortie'

Notice

Roy's
Pharmacy
i II be closed
S.
Sun.. Dec. 31
Nut%
ear'.
c.

MURRAY Country Club is
now accepting bids on 2
tractors (1 Ford and 1 IH)
and 1 1975 Ford pickup.
Items can be seen at Murray Country Club on College Farm Road 753-9430.
Bidding ends Jan. 15.
PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809.
Will sit with sick
or elderly - 24 hrs. or will live in 5 days
- weekends off.
Eight years experience. Excellent
references.
Leave
message
on recorder if I'm
not home.

Notice
DON'T BE FOOLED. By
artificial discounts offered
on plumbing and electrical
product. See us for real
everyday low prices! Trees
Lumber Do- It Center Bel Air
Center 759-1390.
EZELL Beauty School will
be closed Dec. 25 and 26
and Jan. 1 and 2, 1990.
GRANDMA Niter's Bake
Shop, at 407 North 12th St
will be open including December 23. Closed Decernber 24-January 15,
759-9536, Murray, Kentucky. Merry Christmas to

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Cavalier 2 Dr
$226 36 me
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mc Closed End Lease

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL

753-1334

NEW HOSPITAL INSURANCE
PLAN FOR 1990
We may be able to saveyou 30 to 40% on your
Major Medical Insurance premium. Our ICH
Company, Union Bankers, has designed a
Major Hospital Surgical Plan due to the rising
cost of all Major Medical plans on the market
today. If you are in good health, rarely go to the
Doctor, have not been in the hospital in several
years and do not take any prescription
medicine, this may be the policy for you. It does not
pay for prescription medicine or office calls
but
does cover outpatient surgery and unlimited
hospital confinement benefits. Our most popular plan has a $250 deductible and offers a 15%
non-smoker discount. The current nonsmoker rate at age 60 is $90 per month per
person and even less at younger ages
For a price quote call Sharon McConnell at,

r.•

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Building
7th. at Main, Murray, Kentucky

f4

COUNTRY Jeans- Inventory Reduction Sale 25% to
50% Off! Thursday & Friday
12-4p m. Saturday
10-4p.m. Sales Final. Lee,
Levis & Jordache not on
sale 94E. 759-1062.

Found:
Young Dog
Looks like Irish
Setter. Found on
641 S. near Gould
Oil. Can be claimed
at Humane Society.

759-4141

EtABYSITTER for 2 children, noon to 6 p m , Monday through Friday.
753-4204.
CONSULTANT. Mature
person to help children and
adults with a serious problem. Enuresis Appoint
ments set by us Hard work
and travel required Make
$40,000 to $50,000 commission.
Call
1-800-826-4875 or
1-800-826-4826.
DRIVERS - delivenes in
your own automobile Pa
gliai's is taking applications
from 2 to 4 30 p.m Monday
through Friday Pays $3 50
to $41 50 per hour, based on
experience. 20t per mile.
bps, half- priced meals, free
soft drinks, 1 week paid
vacation, and • Christmas
bonus after 1 yew Apply
now, in person, and qualify
for bonus Includes driving
and kiChen duties
EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to P0 Box 27145
Detnot, MI 48227

250

Help
Wanted

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,Calloway Circuit Court
Dorothy Jewell Black
and husband, George Black, Plantiff. versus Harold S. Jewell
and wife, Hilda
Jewell, Et Al. Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
CASE NO. 86-CI-219
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered
at the December 8 Term thereof 1989,in the above cause. I shall
proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to
the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 15th day of January, 1990, at 12:00
Noon, or thereabout,
upon a credit of six months or cash, the following described
property, to-wit:
The N.E. Or. of Sec. 13 T. 1. R. 6 East, less 50 acres off the west
side sold to
Mode Hutchens and 10 acres off the S.W. corner sold to T.
L. Bailey and 30
acres, more or less, off the north side sold to J. R. Knight, and
seven acres, more
or less, off the S.E. corner reserved by R. T. Steele,
described as follows:
"Beginning at fence on line of the Albert Wynn land; thence
north 33 poles to a
rock; thence west 35 poles to a rock; thence south 33 poles to
a rock; thence west
35 poles to the beginning and including 11/2 acres, more or less,
that was sold to
R. E. Moody by T. L. Bailey. Also, another tract of land
described as follows:
Beginning at a rock at the N.W.corner of the Griffeth Snow
tract; thence south 3°
55" East 157 poles to a rock; thence 86' East 122 poles
and 10 links to a stake;
thence north 3°55" West 155 poles to a stake on the line between
J. N.Taylor and
J. M. Wisehart; thence South 86' west with said line to the
beginning, containing
120 acres, except 30 acres off the south side of
the described tract.
Christine C. Ramsey, a/k/a/ Charlotte C. Ramsey. obtained
title to the above
described property by deed from Harold S. Jewell, et ux,
dated January 5, 1945,
of record in Deed Book 79, page 330 and deceased
intestate, a resident of
Muskegon, Michigan, on March 29, 1986, see Affidavit of
Descent of record in
Microfilm Book 171. Card 1623 all of the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
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Aribies
Fre Sole

360

&mimes
Ilervkee

10 SHARES of common PRIVATE Investigator with
stock in Peoples Bank. also 22 years aty and state in
Ashley wood stove in good vestigakon experience
condition 435-4592
'Accident 'Cnminal 'Civil
ARROW storage buildings 'Personal or Corporate
10x9 ft. building with door •Missing Persons Your
56' wide x 59 height, needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
$22999 10x12 ft building
with door 56 wide a 61 (502)753-2641
height, $299.99. 10x9 high
20
gable building with door 56'
Mobile
wide x 60' height, $289 99
Homes For Rent
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604
2 BEDROOM Trailer Furn
abed 753 4632 after 5p m
ASHLEY wood burning
stove with electric blower 2 BEDROOM Trailer
fan and pad $200 Northwind Mobile Home
Park No pets 753 9866
753-7387

NURSING

ASSISTANTS
Full and part-time
positions available on
all shifts. Starting salary $3.50 per hour
plus 200 per hr. shift
differential for the 3 to
11 and lIto 7 shifts.
Experience preferred
hut not necessary.
Apply in person at:
West View

Nursing Home
1401 So. 16th St.
Murra, K).
42071

FISHERMEN Saugar gigs
for sale $8 40/doz Call
615-333-8977 Atter 6 p m ,
call 615-834-0342

EOE 5FF

NEED a job? A GED? Hope
for the future? You may
qualify it. 'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma, You have been
out of school 9 months or
more, 'You are between
the ages of 16 & 21 We are
an E 0 E. This protect
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- JTPA Call
J.T P A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m.-11 30a.m

ROYAL portable electric
typewriter, $150
753-6308

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209
290
Heating
And Cooling

can
Psis
I hippies

Used
Cars

PEG'S Dog Grooming. AI
breeds 753-2915.

DEALER'S personal car
1980 Caprice 4 door, 1
REGISTERED Pekinese, owner, excellent condition
Poodles, Schnauzers, Pampered, garaged new
Shelties After 6 p m
tires, 33K
$3995
901 352-2416. McKenzie, 753-2295
Tenn
DUNE Buggy Most sell'
Good condition, 759-1765
430
Real
Estate
Have You Been
KOPPERUD REALTY of
hers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753 1222, toll tree
1 800 251 -HOME Ext
711L
NEW Condominiums For
Sale 3 bedrooms, 2 baths
1,380 sq ft plus garage all
applicances included plus
many other extras For
more information phone
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

Turned Down
Elsewhere?
Credit Problems I OK
No Credit I OK
Divorce I OK
Bankruptcy V OK
We sell dependable,
affordable cars to
people who want to
re-establish their credit.
Low Weekly Payments

Sink's
Meted
INSULATION Biown in By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooing bib Cal Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

14
.

LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric Rear
denial wiring and electric
motor repair 759-4751
LICENSED electrician
James Gallsnore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
114“VICO 759-1835
MOBILE HOME Specialist436-5255
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting siding
painting plumbing con
creie Free estimates Call
474-2307

STOCK Reduction Sale on
Call Sammy
Greeting Cards, only $2 00
ROGER Hudson rock haulfor Details
a box! Gerald Waldrop JIM'S Heating & AI( Condi
ing and services 753-4545
boning installing and serv
1624 Olive St
or 753-6763
icing all brands with 14
USED Sure — Flame out- years experience'
ROOF Repairs New roofs,
side wood furnace with duct Commercial/ residential
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
Rat and shingle Free estiOF MURRAY
work to connect to central 753 9518 24 hour answer
tree tops (triangle bounded
mate 901-247-5252 or
515 5 '2Ih
Ph
ay unit Call 753-2913
'rig After hours 658-3282
by 3 roads) center of Mar1-800-447-2706 Carter
Murray Ky
-1)G1
shall County. Look down on
Pooling Co
160
RANDY Thornton Co. Inc
Benton's lights! Deer and
Mobs
Heating and air conditionSEWING Machine Repair
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
Funielims
ing for commercial or resi500
All makes and models
SALES Clerk needed for
W. Nanney, 753-9622
home and industry Call
Used
ladies retail dress shop. 5 NEW and used furniture for dential Factory authorized
BUILD SITES 8 FARM 3
Kenneth Barnhill,
-Mocks
days per week. Salary com- sale Call 753-2922 and Trane and Carrier dealer
Factory- trained service- mi N Benton 3 adi tracts
753-2674, Hwy 121 North
mensurate with training ex- ask for Neal
men, six radio- dispatched totaling 13 78 ac @ 2500- 1979 CHEVY Silvered°
Ky
perience. Send resume to: WATERBE
D queen size, service trucks 24 hour 3000/ ac, 8, few smaller stepside 350, air, ps/pb,
PO Box 1040G, Murray.
SHEETR
OCK finishing.
stereo
massager, 12 drawers emergency service
Extra
nice
$3450
more expensive tracts
new or repair 436-2811
underneath, 3 sets of 753-8181 Locally owned 45 ac farm % in fescue 753-9414
PROFESSIONAL
sheets and comforter. and operated Serving Mur- clover, rolling, 800 feet E of
1984 CHEVROLET Silver- STEWART'S UpholsteryDRIVERS
Wicker coffee table and ray and Calloway County US 641, specimen trees
ado 4X4. loaded $7200 or Large selection of material
Professional drivers seeded to
end table 753-1069
for over 52 years
preserved, fenced, 30' un- best offer 759-1987
run out of Berson. KY. palling
new spnngs, legs. etc Reatinkers and reefers. Horne
improved access road
sonable rates, tree pick-up
weekly Swung pay; Trams
190
$66,450 Joe W. Nanney
and delwery 436-5236
530
25' 2t. split Sulkies 22• mile.
Firm
753-9622/ 527-7864.
2' per mile safety bonus. ComServkbe
SUREWA
Equipment
Y Tree Servicepany paid luspaslization, life A
Offered
SHERWOOD Forrest,
Topping, pruning, tree redasaht.lay triaraner ,401K reuse175 MASSEY Ferguson
shaded lot, city water,
rrcnt program. Minimum of 21
moval Aerial bucket truck
tractor. 753-5463 or BUSINESS Building avail- sewer, natural gas
yrs. old. I yr venfistke expenFully insured for your proab4e February 1st. 1104 759-9268
core. No MI's. Call
753-0144
tection Stump removal
Story Aye, (behind Jerry's
R.E. WEST,
with no lawn damage Free
Restauran
t)
Call
753-5678
INC.
210
estimates
No obligations
days,
753
2595
nights.
1-800-280-2078
753-5484
Hand
wash
Rem!!
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
TREE Tnmming and reand wax.
120
FIREWOOD for sale.
2 FARMS in Cherry Corner
moval 436-2502
SECRETARY/Bookkeeper 437-4667.
Clean inside
73 acres, $75,000. 53
Arrjrlanitli
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
for small business Must
aaes $35,000. For more
and out
Service Center, c:leaninghave experience in manual FIREWOOD,delivered $25 1 OR 2 bedroom apartment information 753-3625.
servicing $15, most repairs
Also pickup and
and computer A/P, A/R, rick. 759-1747 William Fox. near downtown Murray
$35;
all brands 3rd Street,
delivery
G/L, and payroll Send re- FIREWOOD - !Axed hard- 753-4109
service.
A60
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
sumes to PO Box 294, Mur- wood 901-642-6721
Homes
BEDROO
2
M
bock carOffice 753-0823
Man.-Fri.; 753-0530
ray, Ky 42071.
For Sall
OAK and Hickory firewood port, no pets $295 Call
Home
753-0906
URGENTLY NEED DE- for sale. 753-9745.
753-6931
1803 COLLEGE Farm
PENDABLE PERSON to
* Four Star *
Road
bedroom,
3
two
bath
BEDROO
2
duplex,
M
car
OAK
Firewood 753-5476
work without supervision
home
cottage
with
Mobile Home
APPLIAN
or
workCE
REPAIRS
port
Northwood
for Texas Oil co. in Murray SEASONED Firewood
shop on back lot Close to Factory trained by 3 mator
753-4487
Parts & Service
area. We train. Write H.R. $20/ rick picked up, $301
University $52,500. Cal manufacturers Most parts
Doors h Windows
Dickerson, Pres., rick delivered. kinimum 2 LARGE 2 bedroom, 2 bath Jerry Speght 753-3704.
in stock, on my truck All
Anvil White Roofs
SWEPCO, Box 961005, Ft. ricks. Call to place winter apartment, central H/A,
Straps h Anchoring
work and parts warranteed
Worth, Tx 76161
washer/dryer hook up no SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bed- Ask for Andy at The ApMetal Steps
orders, 492-8254.
room
bock
located
on
large
Treated Decks & Porches
pets 753-3949
pliance Works, 753-2455
WOOD for sale 437-4713
lot in Canterbury Estates
Vinyl & K-Sick Skirting
NEAR University - 2 bedComplete Parts Catalog
LR , DR. Den w/wood APPLIANCE SERVICE
room,
living
room,
kitchen
burning fireplace, break- Kenmore. Westinghouse,
220
Winterizing Your Horse:
with dining area, all rooms fast Lg foyer, 2V, baths, 2 Whirlpool 30 years expenHeat Tape
very large and fully carcal garage Owner anxious ence. Parts arid service,
Insulation
Musical
CLEANING TEAM
peted Ample k space
Floors & Bottoms Repairer!
to sell Phone 753-8050 Used Appliances Bobby
Homes, apartments, of- FOR Sale Boss CE-3 Central ele- ,.e•dat
Miller Furnaces
between 9 and 4 or Hopper, 753-4872 or
and
fices;one time or on regular chorus box, with AC adap- air. Rar- 44•1afrigerator.
:Gas h Electriel
753-0914 after 6 pm
436-5848
(home)
basis. Call 489-2723 or ter Paid $102, will sell for dispc egghwas
her, hooPhone
489-2450.
CONSTRUCTION New
$75. Digitech PDS-1002 di- kup fo.'ivasher-dryer Lo470
(502)
492-8488
homes, framing, additions,
I WILL stay with sick or gital delay pedal with up to cated on 2nd floor. $250
garages,
Hwy.
641 N.
patios,
decks,
retwo
seconds
of
deposit.
delay
and
$250
month
a
elderly. Full or part-lime
Motorcycles
modeling, solar greenHazel
Call 753-4590 for more AC adapter New. $145 759-1300 9am to 3pm
1983 YAMAHA YZ80 6300 houses 753-0563 Tripp
selling for $110. Both Available January 1st
Best Prices
of
1983 YZ100 $350 Both Williams, Builder.
sound great and are in ex* Quality Results *
NEW
2
bedroom
duplex
WILL babysit in my home cellent shape, I'm going
excellent condition Days
DOCK Repair 436-2502.
Monday - Friday, MIDI. Call David at Appliances, central H/A, 753 8533, after 5 p m
WET BASEMENT" We
7a m 6p m 759-4523
753 1705
ELECTRICAL installation make wet basements dry
522-6725 6-10 p m. deck, satellite No pets
$345 753-7457
arid repair AN gas installa- Work completely guaranWILL sit with elderly or will weeknights
ATV parts, accessories
and repair Also refrig- teed Call or write Morgan
tion
NICE
bedroom,
2
gas
heat.
210
clean houses or offices
tires & service for all
Construction Company
eration
Call 753-7203
stove
and refrigerator
Call 753-7215 or 753-3635
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Route 2 Box 409-A.Padu
$200 month plus deposit
Illseellamous
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Mur- FENCE sales at Sears cah, KY 42001 or call
No pets Days 753 1953, ray 759-9831
now Call Sears 753-2310 1-442-7026
100
rates 753-0870
Business
for free estimate for your
FACE
BRICK
WILL do plumbing installa
Opponunhy
needs
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
Start at
bon 8 repairs Al guaran
bedroom
apartment
,
loLYNN Grove Stop-N-Go for
GENERAL Repair plumb- teed Free estimates
$130oo
cated near campus Phone
Per 1,00e
sale Serious inquiries only.
mg, roofing, tree work
Phone 435-4169 or
753
6111
days
or
435 4411 or 753-0718.
436-5895 or 436-2642
753-1308
753-0606
Need An Extra Car
after 430 pm
Mortar $375 Per Bag
110
GUTTERING By Sears
For
A
Few
Days?
ONE Bedroom furnished
Sears residential and com
Rent From Gene At
apartment Partial utilities
thstructioa
mercial continuous gutters
paid
No
pets
753 9741
Puryear, TN
installed for your speaticaDWAIN TAYLOR
SCHOOL
247-3232
Dons Cal Sears 753-2310 HAY for sale $22 round
CHEVROLET, INC.
a
for free estimate
PREPARE
bale 753-9842
502-753-2617
FOR THE '90s
8x12 STORAGE Building •
1967 DODGE Dart 263, HAMILTON Cultured
Conventional roof, deliv560
slant
6, automatic, good marble and tile 643 Old
ered and set-up, $800 2 BEDROOM and 3 4 bed• AIRLINES
Benton Rd 753-9400
Free
condition,
new
paint
$750
• CRUISE LINES
354-9144
room home, dose to downCekrain
or best offer 492-6372
• TRAVEL AGENCIES
HAUUNG, yard work. tree
town
753-4109
SHARP Copiers Local au4 PUPPIES '4
removal, roofing, painting
Labrathorized dealer, sales re 3 BEDROOM brick, 1 bath, 1978 BUICK LeSabre mowing Free estimates
• SECRETARY
dor 2 males. 2 females, 6
Good
mechanica
lly
$1400
ntal, lease and service Call stove, refrigerator. dis
• RECEPTIONIST
weeks old 753-6497
759-1683
753.7504
• WORD PROCESSOR
1-800-248-4319
hwasher. near University
$350 with deposit
1979 MUSTANG red, new •
MI./Ma
l
0041E ST L10.
1 77IES TflA.imO
OM.
753 1513
paint, runs great, $1800
FINANCIAL AID AVAIL
FACE BRICK 11
759-1835
IF QUALIFIED
4 BEDROOM 2 bath
Prices Startti
JOB PLACEMENT
rang
room den. 2 car gar- 1980 VOLVO GLE Wagon
•
ASSISTANCE
age, unfurnished Available loaded, needs work
CUSTOM BITC14(11 CABINETS
(800) 327-7728
$1200 or best offer Most
January 1 $460/month
CUSTON 111000,011KINC
sell' 474 0115
753 5211
VOWELI, &
bowsokoot Comm tralolw. Grp
All Typos Of
•

TOYOTA

A-1

Car Wash

•

•

Puryear Brick

'131°4.
3

01.11 11101•• Pompom bind. FL

SON INC.

MI•
IBM
.11111•
MI=I•

tan
Wais
To Buy
1977 or 1978 DATSUN
body in good shape Reasonably pnoed 436-5833

Martha, TN-5117

•

MOO
MO
A•GM•
MINIM
_
de OM=
MOO IMOINIGNIIIMMIMIll
OM IMIM/
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RENT or lease to buy 4
bedroom, 2 bath house No
pets, deposit $450 a
month Call 753 2967

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

ANTIQUES by the pea, or
collections 753-9433 slier
5p m.

We presently have a position open in Our
company for a career orientated person

BUYING aluminum cans,
EARN MONEY watching battery. scrap motel, copper and junk cars KGA
$25,000/yr income po
t•ntial
Details (1) Recycling 492-8183 days,
498 8785 nights
805-687-6000 Eat
K-10706.
NEW scrap yard, acmes
FULL Time Bookkeeper from Seven Seas Old Rios
position eveilable immedi- Futrell Place Cans, batteately. Computer experi ries, aluminum, copper,
ince essential Bring re cars Top prices. 753-0447.
sums to: CBM ComPuler RAW Furs- Stronley McClelCenter 314 Main. before lan. Pulaski. Illinois Phone
January 1
(618) 342-6316

The successful candidate will have a BS
degree in business or related field, a good
working knowledge of computers, and a
minimum of three years work experience
We offer an excellent compensation and
fringe benefit package along with the
opportunity for advancement in a growing
company Send your resume to Personnel Department, Paschall Truck Lines,
Inc . P.0 Box 402, Murray, KY 42071

1983 NISSAN Sentra,
$1800 436 2358 before 9
am or after 4 p m
1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais
Daytona 500, 45.000 miles
Cal 753-5912 after 5 p m
1986 CAME RO red, t-tops,
cassette, power windows,
sport wheels 48,000 miles
4 37 4 723
$ 5 4 50
437-4639
1989 TAURUS, 7000
moles, V6, windows,$8350
1987 Taurus LX. 22,000
mites, loaded, $7200 1988
Buick Century or Mercury
Sable, $5950 437-4723 or
437 4639
DEALER'S personal car
1974 Caprice 2 door, 1
owner excellent condition
Pampered, garaged, new
tires, 51K, $2995
753-2295

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 5 se our

thOwe mei

NIII

"Woad of Sound"
Why not buy from professionals7
29 Years in Business
Car and Home Stereos
We install and Service what We Sell
You Can't Beat Our Pnces at Any
So Called Discount Store
We Service VCR'S, Stereos
and Car Factory Stereos
ChristmasLayaway Welcome, MCNise
222 South 12th
753-5865
IIN
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UK's president promises vigorous leadership
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Pisan UMW

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Charles T.
Wethington Jr., selected to run the
University of Kentucky during its
search for a president, told the
school's Board of Trustees he
would provide vigorous leadership
in the coming months.
The board voted 14-5 in favor of
Wethington after about one hour of
debate Thursday on whether a candidate for the permanent position
would be permitted to take the
interim post.
Wethington, 53, was the slim
choice of a seven-person subcommittee to nominate an interim president by a 4-3 vote.
"I'm convinced that at this time
we cannot have a caretaker president," he told the trustees. "It is
too critical a period for the University of Kentucky in this next six to

nine mcsuhs for us to kind of float
along and see what happens.
"I hope that by your vote for me
that you have chosen a person that
you believe will exert some strong
leadership for the next period of
time because that's absolutely what
I intend to do with your help and
support. Without it, I obviously
can't get anything done."
He said he had not actively
pursued the interim post.
Peter Bosomworth, chancellor of
the UK Medical Center, was voted
down 3-4 to fill the vacancy
created when David Roselle resigned Dec. 14 to accept the presidency at the University of
Delaware.
Trustee Larry Forgy, whose term
expires Dec. 31, made a motion
that the person selected to the
interim post should not be a candidate for the permanent post. The
board voted 10-9 against the

Farm couple indicted on 5 murder
counts for allegedly killing drifters
CHILLICOTHE, Mo. (AP) —
An elderly farm couple accused of
killing drifters in northwest Missouri to cover up a cattle-theft
scheme was indicted by a grand
jury on five counts of murder.
Ray and Faye Copeland had
been charged previously by
Livingston County prosecutors
with three counts of first-degree
murder. The indictment handed up
Thursday includes those three victims and two others.
Officials said they sought indictments by the county grand jury to
avert a costly preliminary hearing.
Cases considered by a grand jury
aren't taken to preliminary hearing,
in which a judge determines if the
evidence is sufficient to send a
case to trial.
Prosecuting Attorney Doug
Roberts said he expected the Copelands, who are being held in the
county jail, to stand trial in the second half of 1990 at the earliest.
Arraignment was scheduled for
Jan. 2.
Authorities identified the fifth
murder victim as the indictment
was filed. He was Wayne Warner,
but his hometown and age weren't
immediately known.
Ray Copeland, 75, and Faye
Copeland, 68, have been held since
their arrest in October on charges
they conspired to steal cattle.
Those charges have since been
dropped.
Each of the victims had been
shot in the head, and the bodies
were found on farms where Ray
Copeland had done odd jobs. Four
of the bodies were found in shallow graves and one was found
weighted down in a well.
The Copelands were charged
Oct. 9 with conspiracy to steal
cattle with bad checks from an
account set up in August for an
employee.
Prosecutors allege the couple
used the men to write bad checks
in the cattle scheme, then killed
them to keep them from talking.

Prosecutors said previously they
would seek the death penalty on
the first three murder charges, and
state Attorney General William
Webster said that was still planned.
Bail had been set at S500,000
each. With the indictment, that was
changed so the couple can't be
freed on bail, Webster said in a
news release.

motion.
Wethington, a friend of Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, was runner-up
to Roselle for UK president in
1987.
The search for a permanent president could take longer than a year.
Forgy argued that by allowing
the interim president to seek the
permanent post, it would give the
appearance that the selection process was cut and dried; that it
thrusted the post back into the

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+12.79
I.B.M.
Previous Close
2732-30
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
47% -Y.
Kmart
A.T.C.-Class A --43% B 44A
Kroger
AT&T
45% +1
/
4
McDonalds
Bell South
57% +1/3
JCPenney
Briggs & Stratton
26%
Quaker Oats
Chrysler.
IVA unc
Sears
CSX Corp
/
361
4
/
4 -1
Snap-On Tools
Dean Foods
331
/
4
/
4 +1
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store 10% B 101
/
4A
Time-Warner
Exxon
50% +1
/
4
UST
Ford
43% unc
Wal-Mart
General Motors
42% +1
/
4
Woolworth
Goodrich ...-...-..-...._ 41% UDC
C.E.F. Yield
Goodyear
431
/
4

BETTY BOSTON
COURT SQUARE

meeting to go into closed session
was defeated by a 9-9 vote.
Board chairman Foster Ockerman Sr. told the board members
and about 100 faculty and staff in
the auditorium that the university
would conduct a nationwide search
for Roselle's successor.
Wethington has been at UK
since 1965 when he taught educational psychology for two years.
He then served two years as director of Maysville Community College before returning to the Lexing-

94%
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34%
14%
34%
72%
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30%
44%
63%

+Y.
-Y.
+%
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4
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+1
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4
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — An
increase in gasoline prices that
Kentuckians have seen this month
is partially due to a rise in crudeoil prices, an industry spokesman
says.

PAT GOSSUM
753-3366

ton campus in 1971 to serve in several posts in the community college
system.
He was named chancellor of
community colleges in 1982, and in
1988 assumed the additional
responsibility as director of university relations.
Wethington said that Ben CUT,
vice chancellor of academic affairs
for the community colleges, would
be named acting chancellor of the
community college system.

Rising gasoline prices mainly
due to a rise in crude oil prices

Stock Market

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

"Crude-oil prices have been
increasing steadily," said Ashland
Oil spokesman Tom Dalesio. "This
has caused the price at the pump to
go up 3, 4, up to 7 cents on the
retail level."

Starting S°°n
Corn-Austin's Famous

clea'ance

The Sale That Keeps Getting Bigger & Better.

16 Hour New Year's
CLEARANCE
Sunday, New Year's Eve
1:00 P.M.-6 P.M.
Monday, New Year's Day
9:00 A.M.-8:00 P.M.
Up To 50% Off List
Entire Stock

Pauley friends
say it will be
hard waking up
without her
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Friends and former classmates of
"Today" co-host Jane Pauley say
it will be hard to wake up without
her when she leaves the show after
13 years Friday.
Among the former schoolmates
of the Indianapolis native is Ken
Conway, an Indianapolis psychiatrist who teamed with Pauley on
Warren Central High School's
speech team until they graduated in
1968.
"I thought the world of Janie
then arid still do, which is how
most of us who knew her back then
feel," Conway said.
A spokesman for the NBC-TV
show confirmed that camera crews
have been in Indianapolis this
month capturing footage of Pauley's hometown to be used in a tribute when she says goodbye
Friday.
Pauley, 39, an Indiana University graduate and former reporter for
WISH-TV in Indianapolis, will be
replaced by Deborah Norville.
"Janie's favorite expression
used to be, 'Bless your heart,"
said Mary Murphy Fridlund, a
physical therapist at Community
Hospital and 69 Warren Central
graduate. "That's the kind of person she was, neighborly and caring.
'I just get to see bits and pieces
of 'Today.' ... I only tune in to see
how Janie is and how she looks. I
doubt I'll watch if she's not there,
unless there is an overwhelming
news event like a hostage aisis."

political process; and that the board
had a callous view toward the
faculty.
"We live in a world of images
we create for ourselves," he said.
Trustee Jerry Stricker said the
university needed the "best possible president now to achieve maximum funding in 1990 from the
legislature" and "not to exclude
anyone" from the interim post.
A motion by trustee William
Burnett at the beginning of the
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